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Abstract
The unsteady aerodynamics that govern flapping flight at low Reynolds number are
not yet properly understood. This means that air vehicles that use flapping wings to
generate both thrust and lift do not show the desired performance. Many works on
the aerodynamic forces of flapping airfoils can be found in the literature, but still our
capability to predict these forces is limited. Most of these studies focus on flapping
airfoils, assuming infinite aspect ratio wings and Two Dimensional (2D) flow. To what
extent the 2D assumption is valid is uncertain. Furthermore, a very few studies address
the effect that Three Dimensional (3D) flow structures originated by flow instabilities
in infinite aspect ratio wings have on the aerodynamic forces.
In this work we present Direct Numerical Simulations of heaving and pitching airfoils
at low Reynolds number where the airfoil motion is prescribed by sinusoidal laws. The
parameter space of this problem is huge, so only the mean pitch angle and the phase
shift between the heaving and pitching motions are modified. We generate a database
of 18 cases and analyze the integrated values of thrust and lift of each case. Also, a
reference case is selected to perform a detailed analysis of the forces and decompose
the total aerodynamic force in contributions from body motion, vorticity within the
flow and surface vorticity. This analysis is extended to a subset of cases from the
database in order to study the influence of the motion parameters on the aerodynamic
forces. After that, we proceed to estimate the aerodynamic forces by existing models
from the literature and, based on observations made through this work, we propose a
modification to increase the accuracy of the predicted forces. Finally, we compute the
total aerodynamic force as the combination of the contribution from body motion and
vorticity within the flow, neglecting surface vorticity effects. This proposed model shows
remarkable results for the prediction of thrust and good results for the lift.
After analyzing the aerodynamic forces of the 2D cases, we proceed to study the
three-dimensionality of the flow of part of the database. First, we present a stability
analysis of four of the cases from the database. Each case is studied by Floquet stability
analysis. The four cases considered display different wake structures resulting in different
mean aerodynamic forces. Two cases produce thrust and lift, one case only thrust (with
symmetric heaving and pitching) and the remaining case mainly lift (with the highest
mean pitch angle). In addition, the latter case displays a period doubling phenomenon,
and it is found to be linearly unstable for long wavelengths, with an instability mode
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that resembles that of mode A found in the wake of cylinders. Other cases, although
being linearly stable, present a convective instability at smaller wavelengths. Finally,
the unstable case has been studied with a fully 3D DNS to evaluate the effect of the
three-dimensionality on the forces. The resulting flow structure is consistent with the
linear stability analysis in the near wake. Further downstream nonlinearities lead to a
fully 3D wake. Despite this, the aerodynamic forces on the 3D wing are very similar to
those obtained in the 2D simulation.
Resumen
La aerodinámica no estacionaria que gobierna el vuelo de alas batientes a bajo número
de Reynolds todavía no se entiende correctamente. Esto significa que los vehículos aéreos
que usan alas batientes para generar empuje y sustentación no consiguen el rendimiento
deseado. En la literatura, se pueden encontrar muchos trabajos sobre fuerzas aerod-
inámicas en perfiles batientes, pero aún así nuestra capacidad para predecir estas fuerzas
es limitada. La mayoría de estos estudios se centran en perfiles, asumiendo un ala de
relación de aspecto infinito y flujo bidimensional (2D). El rango de validez de la hipótesis
2D es es incierto. Además, muy pocos estudios abordan el efecto que tienen las estruc-
turas tridimensionales (3D) originadas por inestabilidades del flujo en alas de relación
de aspecto infinito sobre las fuerzas aerodinámicas. En este trabajo presentamos sim-
ulaciones numéricas directas de perfiles batientes a bajo número de Reynolds donde
el movimiento del perfil aerodinámico es prescrito por leyes sinusoidales. El espacio de
paramétrico de este problema es enorme, por lo que sólo se modifican el ángulo de ataque
medio y la diferencia de fase entre los movimientos vertical y de cabeceo. Generamos
una base de datos de 18 casos y analizamos los valores medios de empuje y sustentación
para cada caso. También se selecciona un caso de referencia para realizar un análisis
detallado de las fuerzas y, además, descomponer la fuerza aerodinámica total en las con-
tribuciones de movimiento del cuerpo, de vorticidad contenida en el flujo y de vorticidad
superficial. Este análisis se extiende a un subconjunto de casos de la base de datos con
el fin de estudiar la influencia de los parámetros de movimiento sobre las fuerzas aerod-
inámicas. Posteriormente, se procede a estimar las fuerzas aerodinámicas por modelos
de orden reducido presentes en la literatura y, a basándones en observaciones realizadas
en este trabajo, se propone una modificación para aumentar la precisión de las fuerzas
obtenidas. Finalmente, se calcula la fuerza aerodinámica total como la suma de la con-
tribución de movimiento del cuerpo y de vorticidad contenida en el flujo, sin considerar
efectos de la vorticidad superficial. Este modelo propuesto muestra resultados notables
para la predicción del empuje y buenos resultados para la sustentación.
v
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ONE
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Driven by the recent development of Micro Air Vehicles (MAV), unsteady aerodynamics
of flapping wings has attracted the interest of the scientific community during the past
decades. Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) defines an MAV as an
aerial vehicle with no dimension larger than 15cm. Indeed, MAVs operating conditions
are similar to those in which insects and small birds fly, so these species can be use as
prototypes for the design of flapping wing MAVs. By bio-mimicking birds and insects,
their outstanding flight performance could be transferred to MAVs.
Furthermore, the reduced size of MAVs result in favorable scaling characteristics
including structural strength, reduced stall speed, and low inertia [Shyy et al., 1999].
Unfortunately, there are some technical limitations in the development of MAVs, namely
propulsion systems, navigation and sources of energy at the small scale of these devices.
The Reynolds number (Re) of the flow is about 10 to 104 and the motion of the wings
is characterized by moderate frequencies and high amplitudes [Shyy et al., 2013]. The
fundamental difference of this flight regime compared to conventional fixed wing aerody-
namics is the low lift to drag ratio, high coupling between fluid and structural dynamics
and sensitivity to gusts. A deeper insight in the underlying phenomena of unsteady
aerodynamics is a crucial step in the maturation process of MAVs design, a repeated
statement in the literature on the aerodynamics of flapping wings as recently reviewed by
several authors [Rozhdestvensky and Ryzhov, 2003, Platzer et al., 2008, von Ellenrieder
et al., 2008, Shyy et al., 2010, 2013].
1.2 State of the art
The actual mechanisms that occur when birds and insects fly result in an incredibly
complex problem. In the case of insects, wings are typically passive membranes with
enough stiffness to support the aerodynamic loads, whereas birds have bones and muscles
in their wings to actively adapt their shape to the flight conditions [Shyy et al., 1999].
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Furthermore, the motion of the wing is a rather complex combination of translations
and rotations of a deformable wing in the Three Dimensional (3D) space. For example,
insects and hummingbirds are capable of rotating their wings to perform symmetric
hover, in which forces are generated in both downstroke and upstroke. In a different
manner, birds other than Hummingbirds perform asymmetric hover, generating forces
in the downstroke and flexing their wings in the upstroke to avoid negative lift. Thus, in
order to face the problem appropriately, scientists simplify the problem in a drastic, but
useful manner. Many studies remove the elasticity from the wing structure and reduce
the 3D character of the problem to the Two Dimensional (2D) space. This implies that
the wing under study is an infinite aspect ratio, rigid wing, and that the flow is 2D.
Also, sinusoidal laws are used to impose the motion of the wings. Unfortunately, even
with these assumptions, the parameter space to be covered is huge, so the path to fully
understand flapping wings flight is daunting.
Numerous authors have studied the problem of a 2D airfoil in pure heaving motion,
in which the airfoil oscillates vertically with zero angle of attack [Jones and Platzer,
1997, Wang, 2000, Lewin and Haj-Hariri, 2003, Ashraf et al., 2011, Lua et al., 2007, Wei
and Zheng, 2014, Choi et al., 2015, Martín-Alcántara et al., 2015]. Historically, heaving
airfoils were regarded as an alternative to rotary propellers for thrust generation. The
first authors who gave an explanation of the thrust generation by a flapping airfoil
were Knoller [1909] and Betz [1912] in independent studies. Katzmayr [1922] confirmed
this phenomena experimentally. Later, linear solutions from Glauert [1930] and Garrick
[1937] were scientifically fruitful, but the fact that the maximum propulsive efficiency was
obtained for zero frequencies indicated that results were incomplete. With the evolution
of computers, the use of unsteady panel methods allowed to increase the complexity
of the problem [Jones and Platzer, 1997]. Non-linearities from the actual geometry of
airfoils and from wake interactions were included in these models but, still, these methods
gave no optimum finite frequency for flapping flight. Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS)
was capable of capturing key features of the flow in unsteady aerodynamics, namely the
leading and trailing edge vortices. The Leading Edge Vortex (LEV) has been identified
as the main lift enhancing mechanism of flapping wings [Ellington et al., 1996]. In steady
aerodynamics, the generation of an LEV produces a high lift plateau for a short time
span followed by a sudden drop of the aerodynamic force [Carr, 1988]. This process is
known as dynamic stall. Flapping wings take advantage of the high lift generated during
the formation of the LEV by consecutively generating an LEV in each stroke. With this
cyclic mechanism, the wing experiences the high transient lift from the generation of an
LEV and avoids entering in the dynamic stall region. Wang [2000] studied a heaving
airfoil at Re = 1000 by DNS. She found two conditions for optimal thrust generation.
First, the Strouhal number (St) must be high enough to reach high values of the effective
angle of attack and, second, the reduced frequency must be low enough for the LEV to
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grow. In an extensive numerical analysis on heaving airfoils at Re = 500, Lewin and
Haj-Hariri [2003] explain how the interaction between the LEV and the Trailing Edge
Vortex (TEV) influences the propulsive efficiency of the airfoil. Although these studies
gave insight in the unsteady aerodynamics of flapping flight, thrust values obtained by
pure heaving at this Re are very low, so the next natural step was to include a rotation
of the airfoil (pitching) as insects and small birds do [Wang, 2000].
If the rotation of the airfoil, or pitching, is considered, the problem is still under the
2D assumption, but the motion of the airfoil resembles that of an actual flapping wing
[Anderson et al., 1998, Ashraf et al., 2011, Widmann and Tropea, 2015]. The proper
combination of pitching and heaving motions result in a better performance in terms of
aerodynamic forces, but introduces new parameters that increase the complexity of the
problem. For example, with a mean pitch value in the motion law, the airfoil is capable
of generating both thrust and lift. Furthermore, a non-zero pitching amplitude modifies
the flow around the airfoil and can, for specific combination of the motion parameters,
increase the net value of thrust and the propulsive efficiency. The phase shift between
the heaving and pitching motion has a great influence in the aerodynamic force. An-
derson et al. [1998] carried out a large number of experiments in which different motion
parameters were modified. He observed that if the pitching motion is shifted more than
90◦ with respect to the heaving (pitching leads heaving), higher thrust is obtained. Dick-
inson et al. [1999] performed experiments with a robot to study the influence of wing
rotation in a flapping motion. They imposed non-sinusoidal motion laws where the
rotation of the wing is concentrated at the end of the strokes. They identified that ad-
vanced rotation benefits lift generation due to the Magnus effect and that wake capture
was indeed used in insect-like flapping flight. So far, the main mechanisms in unsteady
aerodynamics of flapping flight have been identified but, unluckily, the simplicity of the
problem is being abandoned, so the path to fully understand the underlying physics is
still undetermined.
To obtain a deeper insight in the generation of forces by flapping airfoils, several
authors have decided to decompose the total aerodynamic force in different contributions
[Wang et al., 2014, Martín-Alcántara et al., 2015]. An evaluation of different algorithms
to decompose the aerodynamic force can be found in the work of Wang et al. [2014]. They
perform DNS of a flat plate (2D) and a rectangular wing (3D) in heaving and pitching
motion at Re = 300, pointing out two different aspects that make these algorithms
attractive to scientits. First, these algorithms allow experimentalists to circumvent the
implicit difficulties related to flow measurements and, second, post-processing data can
be enhanced by analyzing each of the contributions to the total force seperately. For
example, in an experiment at low Re, pressure fields are not easy to quantify, and
also velocity gradients are easier to estimate than vorticity gradients, but the latter
decay faster than the former with the distance to the body [Noca et al., 1999]. These
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kind of suitability aspects make different algorithms present advantages with respect
to others, as studied by Noca et al. [1999], who propose three different algorithms to
decompose the total aerodynamic force. For post-processing data, a force decomposition
algorithm where the terms have clear representation of underlying physics, is desired.
Related to this point, Wang et al. [2014] observed that, in the flow regime they studied,
accelerations due to the airfoil (or wing) motion and vortex force were dominant in the
force generation process. This result is in agreement with the recent work of Martín-
Alcántara et al. [2015], who performed the decomposition algorithm proposed by Chang
[1992] on 2D DNS of a heaving airfoil at Re = 500. They also analyzed their results by
flow visualization, observing that vortical structures which are a few chords away from
the airfoil generate little aerodynamic force.
One of outcomes of a deeper understanding of the underlying phenomena in unsteady
aerodynamics is the prediction of forces by simplified algorithms, typically referred as
reduced order models. Unfortunately, the flow obtained by large amplitude, moderate
frequencies motions at low Re is far from Stokes regime and far from potential theory,
so no complete theories are available. DNS is a powerful tool to extract information
from flows, but its computational cost make it an inadequate approach to be used in
the small computing devices of MAVs. Therefore, many scientists work on simplified
models to predict the aerodynamic forces produced by flapping flight. As early as in
1972, Weis-Fogh [1972] proposed a quasi-steady model based in momentum theory under
the 2D assumption, which was extended to 3D wings by a coarse blade element theory.
Dickinson et al. [1999] extracted simple laws for the lift and drag coefficients in the
translational phase of the wing motion based on experiments on a scaled fruit fly. They
also identified wing rotation as an important lift enhancing mechanism and quantified its
contribution to the mean lift, but no model was proposed about it. Pesavento and Wang
[2004] performed DNS of free falling plates and proposed a model for the circulation of
a 2D airfoil subjected to large angles of attack and fast rotations. Recently, Taha
et al. [2014] proposed a fully unsteady model for the circulation based on Wagner’s
aerodynamic model. From the models cited above, the work of Pesavento and Wang
[2004] is fairly simple (quasi-steady), easily related to underlying physics and gives good
results in a highly demanding test for a 2D airfoil. More details about the aerodynamic
modelling of flapping airfoils can be found in the review of Ansari et al. [2006] and Taha
et al. [2012].
The assumption of two-dimensionality is invalid when the aspect ratio of the wing
is small. Thus, there are many studies that investigate three-dimensional effects in
the wake of low-aspect-ratio flapping wings [von Ellenrieder et al., 2003, Dong et al.,
2006, Visbal et al., 2013]. However, even in the limit of infinite Aspect Ratio (AR),
3D instabilities might develop and lead to modifications of the flow around the airfoil
and, consequently, to modifications of the aerodynamic forces. Visbal [2011] performed
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3D large eddy simulations of a plunging wing of infinite AR in a broad range of Re
(103 ≤ Re ≤ 1.2 · 105). Three-dimensional effects were absent at Re = 1000, but clearly
present at Re = 5000 and beyond (see his figure 22). Generally, it is therefore assumed
that at low Re, (say Re < 2000), the flow is going to remain 2D. Note that in simpler flows
the onset of three-dimensionality occurs at a lower Re. For example, for the flow over a
fixed circular cylinder 3D effects occur already in the range Re ∼ 200−300 [Williamson,
1996b]. Hoarau et al. [2003] studied the incompressible flow over a fixed NACA0012
wing at a relatively large angle of attack of 20◦ and observed three dimensional effects
at Re = 800. Considering that in plunging and pitching airfoils the parametric space
is very large, it is unclear in which parameter regime the flow actually remains 2D. A
suitable tool to predict the onset of 3D instabilities in time-periodic flows is Floquet
stability analysis. This method has been used to predict the onset of 3D effects in the
flow over a fixed circular cylinder by Barkley and Henderson [1996] and in the flow over
a fixed square cylinder by Robichaux et al. [1999]. It has also been employed for the case
of flow over oscillating cylinders by Leontini et al. [2007]. Recently, Deng and Caulfield
[2015] and Deng et al. [2015] used Floquet stability analysis to study the 3D transition
in the wake of a pitching airfoil.
1.3 Objectives
The main goal of this thesis is to increase our knowledge in the unsteady aerodynamics
that govern flapping flight at low Re. For that, we set two primary objectives: first, to
investigate the aerodynamic forces generated by flapping airfoils and, second, to study
the effects of 3D flow structures on infinite AR wings.
To study the forces generated by 2D flapping airfoils we will generate a database
of 18 cases. These cases will have different motion parameters in order to characterize
their influence on the aerodynamic forces. This database will also be used to analyze
how reduced order models can be employed to predict the aerodynamic forces generated
in flapping flight. For this purpose, we will use existing models from the literature and
include some modifications in order to improve the accuracy of the predicted forces. The
results of this part of the thesis can be applied to the control of MAVs, which lack of
accurate reduced order models for the prediction of the forces generated during flight.
Regarding the three-dimensionality of infinite AR wings, we seek to isolate the effects
of 3D flow instabilities on the aerodynamic forces. Most of the studies in the literature
focus on the 3D effects originated by finite wings and there is little published data on the
effects of 3D flow instabilities not related with geometric 3D features. This study will
serve to define the validity of the widely used 2D assumption in flapping flight. Also,
we will analyze how linear stability analysis can be used to predict the stability of the
wake in the full non-linear solution of the flow. The nature of this part of the thesis is
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more related to fundamental physics than to engineering applications.
Finally, there is one secondary objective originated by the needs of the previously
commented primary objectives. We need to develop a computational tool to simulate
the flow around moving objects in 2D and 3D. The code needs to be parallel and show
an efficient parallel performance in large super computer centers in order to compute
high demanding simulations in a reasonable time. The development of this code has
some advantages from which we highlight the following: First, the total control of the
code allows the research group to take any decision in the direction that benefit its
own interests. Second, the implementation of the code implies a deep knowledge of the
numerical methods used to represent the physics under study.
1.4 Structure of the document
This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 contains the details of the algorithms used
in the code developed in this work and some relevant aspects of its implementation. The
validation of the code and data of its performance are shown in chapter 3. In chapter 4
the analysis of the aerodynamic forces of a database of 2D cases is presented. After that,
in chapter 5, we apply a decomposition algorithm to analyze the different contributions
to the total aerodynamic force of the cases presented in chapter 4. Also, in this chapter,
we model the aerodynamic force by using reduced order models. In chapter 6 we explore
the effects of 3D flow structures on the aerodynamic forces of infinite AR wings. Finally,
some conclusions and proposals for future work are presented in chapter 7.
CHAPTER
TWO
Methodology
ThischaptercontainsthemethodologyusedtodevelopthecodeTwo(Three)-Dimensional
UnsteadyCodeforAerodynamicsinNature(TUCAN),whichisthetoolusedtoperform
theDNSofthiswork. Thechapterhasbeendividedintothreeparts. Theﬁrstpart
isdedicatedtodescribetheequationsthatgovernanincompressibleﬂow.Thesecond
dealswiththenumericalmethodsimplementedinTUCANand,ﬁnaly,thethirdpart
describesthemostrelevantaspectsoftheactualimplementationofTUCAN.
2.1 Governingequations
TheMachnumberofﬂowsaroundbirdsandinsectsistypicaly1/300[Wang,2005],so
thegoverningequationsaretheNavierStokesequationsforanincompressibleﬂow
∂ui
∂xi=0, (2.1a)
∂ui
∂t+uj
∂ui
∂xj=−
1
ρ
∂p
∂xi+ν
∂2ui
∂x2i, (2.1b)
B(ui)=0 atdomainboundaries, (2.1c)
ui=Ui atbodysurface, (2.1d)
whereuiistheﬂowvelocity,pthepressure,νthekinematicviscosityoftheﬂuid,ρthe
densityoftheﬂuidandUithevelocityofanimmersedbody.Equation(2.1c)represents
theboundaryconditionsandequation(2.1d)theno-slipconditionatthesurfaceof
animmersedbody. Themainadvantageoftheincompressibleﬂowassumptionisthe
absenceofpressurewavespropagation,alowingforlargertimestepsandcoarsergrids.
However,thedecouplingofthecontinuityconstraint(equation(2.1a))withtimemakes
thissystemofequationscumbersometosolve.
Theforceexertedbytheﬂuidintoasubmergedsolidisgivenby
F=−
S
pndS+ν
S
ω×ndS, (2.2)
whereSrepresentsthesurfaceofthesolid,ωistheﬂowvorticityandnisaunitary
normalvectorpointingtowardstheﬂuid.
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Table2.1: CoeﬃcientsofRunge-Kuttascheme
Stage α β γ ξ
1 4/15 4/15 8/15 0
2 1/15 1/15 5/12 −17/60
3 1/6 1/6 3/4 −5/12
2.2 Numerical methods
InTUCANequations(2.1)aresolvedinatwoorthreedimensionalcartesiandomain,
discretizedbyauniformstaggeredgrid.Spatialderivativesareapproximatedbycentered
ﬁnitediﬀerenceswithsecondordererrorconvergenceandtimemarchingisperformed
withthelow-storage,semi-implicit,threestagesRunge-KuttaschemepresentedbyRai
andMoin[1991],althoughweusethenotationofSpalartetal.[1991].Theonlydiﬀerence
betweenthesenotationsisthatthelatteralowsfordiﬀerentvaluesofthecoeﬃcients
oftheexplicitandimplicitpartofthelineartermstimescheme.Toovercometheissue
ofthedecouplingofthecontinuityconstraint(equation(2.1a))withrespecttotime,we
usethefractionalstepmethoddescribedbyBrownetal.[2001],inwhichthedivergence
freevelocityuisdecomposedintothesumofanon-zerodivergencevelocityu∗and
thegradientofapotentialφ,caledherepseudo-pressure. Thealgorithmforthek-th
sub-stepoftheRunge-Kuttaschemeis
∇2− Reβk∆t u
∗=− Reβk∆tu
k−1+∆tαkLk−1+γkNk−1+ξkNk−2
−(αk+βk)∇pk−1 (2.3a)
∇2φ= ∇·u
∗
∆t(αk+βk) (2.3b)
pk=pk−1+φ−βk∆tRe ∇
2φ (2.3c)
uk=u∗−(αk+βk)∆t∇φ, (2.3d)
whereαk,βk,γkandξkarethecoeﬃcientsoftheRunge-Kuttascheme(table2.1),
∆tisthetimestepfortheintegrationandthelinearandnon-linearoperatorsare
L=Re−1∇2uandN=(u·∇)u,respectively.Forfurtherdetailsofthefractionalstep
methodandmorepressureprojectionalgorithms,thereaderisreferredtotheworkof
Brownetal.[2001].
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2.2.1 Computational grid
The spatial discretization in TUCAN is done on a structured, uniform, staggered grid.
In this type of grids the pressure and the velocity components are calculated in different
positions. There are several reasons to use a staggered grid over of a collocated one.
First of all, checker board oscillations that typically appear when equation (2.1b) is
discretized by second order finite differences on a collocated grid, are eliminated. Also,
the relative position of grid points of the different variables is more convenient for the
spatial discretization. The cost of these advantages is that the implementation of a
staggered grid is more demanding than that of a collocated one. An sketch of the
actual implementation of the grid in TUCAN is shown in figure 2.1. The figure shows
x
y
Figure 2.1: Sketch of the uniform staggered grid implemented in TUCAN. Physical bound-
aries ( ) lie on the nodes of the velocity component perpendicular to the boundary. The
nodes represented correspond to the streamwise ( ) and vertical ( ) velocities and the
pressure ( ) grid points.
that physical boundaries lie on nodes of the velocity component perpendicular to the
boundary. This configuration is suitable for the typical applications of TUCAN, where
Neumann type boundary conditions are set for the psuedo-pressure (calculated at the
pressure points), free slip boundary conditions at the south and north boundaries and
inflow-outflow boundary conditions at the west and east boundaries, respectively.
Another important aspect of the implementation of TUCAN is the presence of ghost
points in the grid. Ghost points are grid points in which the solution is not calculated.
Instead, they are used for the computations during execution or when an existing field is
used as initial condition. The grid points represented in figure 2.1 by an empty symbol
are ghost points.
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2.1bshowsthelayoutofthestaggeredgridwhenperiodicboundaryconditionsareset
inbothxandydirections.
2.2.3 Submergedbodies
TheprevioussectiondescribesthealgorithmsusedtosolveNavier-Stokesequations
withoutconsideringthepresenceofbodiesintheﬂow.Inthissectionwedescribe
howthepresenceofbodiesismodeledinTUCAN.Thereare manypossibilitiesto
simulatetheﬂowaroundmovingbodies,which,asexpected,showdiﬀerentadvantages
anddisadvantagesifwecomparethem.Inordertochosetheappropriatealgorithmto
modelthepresenceofbodiesintheﬂow,onemustﬁndthecompromisedsolutionwhich
bettersuitstheproblemunderstudy. AtthelowReofﬂappingﬂight,theImmersed
BoundaryMethod(IBM)presentsclearadvantagescomparedtobody-ﬁttedalgorithms.
ThecostassociatedwiththesizeofthegridneededwhenusinganIBMcompensates
thecostofremeshingandinterpolatingtasksinbody-ﬁttedgrids.Formoredetailsof
theIBMthereaderisreferredtothereviewofMittalandIaccarino[2005].
InTUCANthepresenceofthebodyismodeledwiththedircectforcingIBMpro-
posedbyUhlmann[2005].InthisparticularalgorithmtheﬂowissolvedintheEulerian
frameandtheno-slipboundaryconditionisnotdirectlyimposed,butenforcedwithan
additionaltermintherighthandsideofthemomentumequationinNavier-Stokes.The
algorithmcanbesummarizedinthefolowingsteps:
1. MakeanexplicitestimationoftheﬂowvelocityueintheEulerianframe.
2.InterpolatetheestimatedvelocityuefromtheEulerianframetotheLagrangian
frametoobtaintheestimatedvelocityUeattheLagrangianpoints.
3.CalculatetheforcingtermFrequiredtoobtainthedesiredvelocityUdinorder
tofulﬁltheno-slipconditionateveryLagrangianpoint.
4.SpreadtheforcingtermFfromtheLagrangianframetotheEulerianframeto
obtainthedistributedvolumeforcef.
5.SolveNavierStokesequationswiththeadditionofthevolumeforceftotheright
handsideofthemomentumequation.
TheEulerianandLagrangianframesinteractwitheachotherviaaregularizeddelta
functionδh. ThisregularizeddeltafunctionisadiscreteversionoftheDirac’sdelta
andwasﬁrstintroducedbyPeskin[2002]. Theregularizeddeltafortwo-dimensional
problemsisgivenby
δh= 1h2κ
rx
h κ
ry
h , (2.6)
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whererij,l=rxex+ryeyistherelativepositionvectoroftheEulerianpointxijwith
respecttotheLagrangianXl,histhemeshwidthandthefunctionκisacontinuous
functionwhichisbuiltaccordingtosomeconstraints.Themeshwidthhmustbeequal
ineverycartesiancoordinate(h=∆x=∆y). Oneofthemaincharacteristicsofthe
functionκisitsscope,whichisdeﬁnedastheminimumnumberofgridpointsinﬂuenced
bythefunctionδh.InTUCANthereisonefunctionκimplementedforascopeof3
pointsandoneforascopeof4points.Forascopeof3pointsweusethefunctionκ
givenbyRomaetal.[1999]
κ(r)=


1
3 1+
√−3r2+1 if |r|<0.5
1
6 5+3r− −3(1−|r|)2+1 if0.5≤ |r|<1.5
0 if1.5≤ |r|
, (2.7)
andforascopeof4points,theonegivenbyPeskin[2002]
κ(r)=


1
8 5+2r−
√−7−12r−4r2 if |r|<1
1
8 3+2r+
√1−4r−4r2 if1≤ |r|<2
0 if2≤ |r|
. (2.8)
ForfurtherdetailsoftheIBMemployedinthiswork,thereaderisreferredtothework
ofUhlmann[2005]andfordetailsabouthowtheregularizeddeltaisbuilt,tothework
ofPeskin[2002]andRomaetal.[1999].
IfweintroducetheIBMcalculationsintheschemedescribedinequation(2.3)we
obtainthefulalgorithmimplementedinTUCAN.ThesubstepkoftheRunge-Kutta
schemeis
ue=uk−1+∆t(αk+βk)Lk−1+γkNk−1+ξkNk−2−(αk+βk)∇pk−1
(2.9a)
Ue=
ij
δh X−xij ueij∆x2 (2.9b)
F=U
d−Ue
∆t (2.9c)
f=
l
δh Xl−x Fl∆Vl (2.9d)
∇2− Reβk∆t u
∗=− Reβk∆tu
e−βk∆tLk−1+∆tf (2.9e)
∇2φ= ∇·u
∗
∆t(αk+βk) (2.9f)
pk=pk−1+φ−βk∆tRe ∇
2φ (2.9g)
uk=u∗−((αk+βk))∆t∇φ, (2.9h)
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task. The main advantage of using MPI is the possibility of increasing the number of
processes participating in a run “indefinitely” compared to shared memory applications,
where the number of processes participating in a simulation is limited by the number of
processors of a workstation. One could buy a machine with a large number of proces-
sors, but the cost of increasing this number in a single machine increases exponentially,
making the MPI standard the preferred choice to handle large problems.
The work load in TUCAN is distributed following a domain decomposition strategy,
assigning different portions of the physical domain (and the corresponding grid) to each
process. The partition of the domain is carried out in the x and y (y and z) directions
for 2D (3D) problems, without restrictions regarding the number of processes in which
each direction is divided. Therefore each process is assigned a structured portion of
the domain. Additionally, an extra cell1 is included in every direction, resulting in an
overlapping region between processes. The grid points of this overlapping region are
also referred to as ghost points. Figure 2.3a shows the domain decomposition of a 3D
problem, where the overlapping region containing ghost points can be appreciated. In
figure 2.3b the overlapping is removed to highlight that every process has points where
the solution is calculated (full symbols) and ghost points which need to obtain from
other processes (empty symbols).
The most demanding communications in TUCAN correspond to the update of ghost
points of the buffers where the components of the velocity and the pseudo-pressure are
stored. In each sub-step, these communications are performed twice for each of these
variables: after the solution of the linear systems (equations (2.9e) and (2.9f)) and after
the correction step (equations (2.9h) and (2.9g)). These communications are performed
by the non-blocking routines MPI_ISEND and MPI_IRECV for sending and receiving data,
respectively.
2.3.2 Linear systems
The full algorithm implemented in TUCAN (equation (2.9)) to solve Navier-Stokes
(equation (2.1)) involves the solution of one linear system for each component of the
velocity (equation (2.9e)) and one for the pseudo-pressure (equation (2.9f)). More specif-
ically, each velocity component results in a Helmholtz problem and the pseudo-pressure
in a Poisson problem. The Helmholtz problem is easily handled by iterative solvers since
it has a dominant diagonal, but the solution of the Poisson problem presents some diffi-
culties. Because the spatial discretization of the problem is done with finite differences,
the matrices of these linear systems are sparse. Hypre [2016 June] is an open source
library of routines to solve linear systems with sparse matrices, which is conceived to
1The term cell refers to a set of one pressure grid point together with one grid point of each component
of the velocity
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work on massively parallel computers and has shown to be parallel efficient up to thou-
sands of processors [Baker et al., 2012]. Therefore, we use the solvers available in the
hypre libraries to find the solution of the linear systems.
We have already mentioned the importance of the performance of TUCAN, so the
selection of the specific routines from the library is crucial. Due to the difficulties related
to the Poisson problem, the linear system of the pseudo-pressure must be preconditioned
with a solver based on multi-grid methods. These methods are typically computationally
expensive, but give high converging rates. Helmholtz problems are solved by conjugate
gradient solvers and the Poisson problem by a combination of a multigrid method (acting
as a preconditioner) with a conjugate gradient method.
2.3.3 Input/Output tasks
The Input/Output tasks (I/O) are the actions performed by the code during execution
to read and/or write data from/to a file. These operations are needed to store data for
later post-processing and to read existing data to setup a simulation. We find two main
issues related to I/O. First, the speed of accessing disk is much lower than the speed
of accessing memory, the former being around one hundred times slower. Second, when
the number of processes with access to the same file grows, the overhead time related
to communications increases exponentially, so I/O become critical. This means that a
trade off must be made between the information that the user wants to save and the
performance of the simulations. It was decided that the best choice to be used for the I/O
in TUCAN is the Hierarquical Data Format version 5 (HDF5) libraries [The HDF Group,
1997-2016]. HDF5 handles the MPI standard and provides routines for collective I/O.
As a consequence, large buffers which are distributed among the processes are saved
efficiently in an unique output file. Furthermore, the data structure provided by the
HDF5 protocol results in a more versatile access to the stored data, independently of
how the data was written to the file. Also, the main tools for post-processing scientific
data (Matlab, Python or Paraview) include built-in routines for reading and writing files
with the HDF5 protocol.

CHAPTER
THREE
Validation of TUCAN
After describing the methodologies used in TUCAN, we proceed to carry out the tests
needed to validate the code. Validation is a mandatory step in the development cycle
of any code intended to represent real world physics. TUCAN has around 60K lines
of code and makes use of external libraries. Furthermore, it requires specific machine
configuration, so a thorough evaluation of TUCAN must be carried out prior to its
production stage. This chapter is divided into three parts. The first two parts of the
chapter contain validation cases of 2D and 3D problems, respectively. The last part of
the chapter is dedicated to show the performance of TUCAN.
3.1 Two dimensional cases
3.1.1 Poiseuille
TUCAN is first validated with the 2D Poiseuille flow. This flow is very simple, but
the existence of a closed form solution allows us to obtain the error convergence of the
spatial discretization. The computational domain size for this case is 2H in both the
streamwise (x) and vertical (y) directions. The pressure gradient in the streamwise
direction ∂p∂x is imposed, and its value is set to have Re = H U0/ν = 200, where U0 is the
maximum velocity of the flow. Periodic boundary conditions are used in the streamwise
direction and no-slip boundary conditions in the cross-stream direction. The solution is
given by
ux(y)
U0
= 1− (y/H)2. (3.1)
In this regime the flow is laminar and there are no fluctuations in the solution. Also,
both convective and pressure terms in equation (2.1) are zero, so the validation scope
of this test is limited to the diffusive terms of equation (2.1).
Figure 3.1a shows the solution of the Poiseuille flow obtained with TUCAN together
with the exact solution (equation (3.1)). The results for the vertical component uy
shown in the figure are obtained by modifying the setup of the problem in the following
manner: the horizontal and vertical directions are interchanged so that the vertical
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Table 3.1: Non-dimensional force coefficients for the stationary cylinder at Re = 100. The
size of the enlarged domain is 40D x 40D.
Case cd ∆cd ∆cl St
Present work 1.501 0.011 0.349 0.172
Uhlmann 2005 1.501 0.011 0.349 0.172
Present work (Enlarged domain) 1.453 0.011 0.339 0.168
Uhlmann 2005 (Enlarged domain) 1.453 0.011 0.339 0.169
Liu et al. 1.350 0.012 0.339 0.165
velocity U∞ at the inlet and an advective boundary condition at the outlet. The center
of the cylinder is located at the origin and the inflow boundary at a distance of 6.17D
upstream. This leaves 20D between the cylinder and the outlet boundary. The time
step ∆t is selected to have CFL < 0.6 and the Re number of the flow based on the
cylinder diameter and the free stream velocity is ReD = DU∞/ν = 100. In this regime
the flow is 2D and the wake is the known Von-Karman vortex street.
We compare the results obtained with TUCAN against the results from Uhlmann
[2005] and Liu et al. [1998]. The former presents DNS with the same IBM implemented
in TUCAN, so it is of high interest for this validation process, and the latter presents
DNS with a body-fitted grid. Table 3.1 shows the non-dimensional coefficients of drag
and lift obtained with TUCAN and the results from the reference. It can be seen
that the oscillating part of the signal is very well captured by the method, but a little
overestimation (around 10%) is found in the mean drag coefficient. This overprediction
was also seen by Lai and Peskin [2000], who also used an IBM, and attribute this
overprediction to the confinement of the flow in the cross-stream direction. In a different
work Linnick and Fasel [2005] eliminated this overestimation by increasing the domain
size in the cross-stream direction from 18D to 43D. Overall, the results match perfectly
with Uhlmann’s work (as expected) and there is a good agreement with the work of Liu
et al. Therefore, we consider this test case as successful.
3.1.4 Oscillating cylinder
An important feature of TUCAN is the simulation of the flow around arbitrarily moving
bodies, so the next step in the validation process of TUCAN is to compute the flow
around a transversely oscillating cylinder. The computational setup is the same as in
the stationary cylinder case except for the Re, which is set to Re = 185. The motion of
the cylinder is defined by
yc(t) = A sin (2pi f t) , (3.3)
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Table 3.2: Non-dimensional force coefficients for oscillating cylinder at Re = 185. The 3-
point κ function is the one from Roma et al. [1999] and the 4 point κ from Peskin [2002].
Case cd ∆cd cls
Present work (3 point κ) 1.378 0.063 0.174
Uhlmann 2005 (3 point κ) 1.380 0.063 0.176
Present work (4 point κ) 1.400 0.063 0.171
Uhlmann 2005 (4 point κ) 1.402 0.064 0.172
Lu and Dalton 1.25 0.18
where yc is the vertical position of the cylinder center, A is the amplitude of the motion,
which is set to 0.2D, and f is the oscillating frequency, which is set to 0.8 times the vortex
shedding frequency of the stationary case. The reduced frequency is k = 2pi f D/U∞ =
0.98. In this case, where the Lagrangian grid (the cylinder) moves relative to the Eulerian
grid (the fluid), the selection of the function κ becomes important. The larger scope of
the 4-point κ defined by Peskin [2002] results in a slightly wider blurry region where the
forcing term actuates, but smoother results when the lagrangian points move relative to
the Eulerian grid.
Table 3.2 shows the non-dimensional force coefficients obtained with TUCAN to-
gether with the results from Uhlmann [2005] and Lu and Dalton [1996]. The latter
presents DNS of a body-fitted grid in circumferential coordinates. Our results and the
work of Uhlmann have differences smaller than 0.15% in the mean value of drag coef-
ficient and smaller than 1.5% in the oscillating part of the drag and lift signals. Good
agreement is obtained with the results of Lu and Dalton [1996], although the drag coef-
ficient is a little overestimated, and the root mean squared (rms) value of the lift a little
underestimated. Also, if we compare the results obtained with the different κ functions,
it can be seen how the mean drag coefficient obtained with the 4-point κ is a little higher
than the obtained with the 3-point κ, while the lift is underestimated. The differences
between the two κ functions is shown in figure 3.3, where the drag coefficient cd versus
the vertical position of the cylinder yc is represented for the case with the 3-point κ (fig-
ure 3.3a) and the 4-point κ (figure 3.3b). The agreement between the work of Uhlmann
[2005] and the results of TUCAN is very good. It can be seen the overestimation of the
drag by the 4-point κ and the smoother evolution of the force compared to the 3-point
κ. We also consider this test case as successful.
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Table 3.3: Mean drag coefficient for the validation case of a sphere inside a channel
Case Reb cd
Uhlmann [2006] 269.9 0.7211
TUCAN 275.4 0.7109
of the sphere. In the figure, results obtained with TUCAN are plotted together with the
results from Uhlmann [2006]. Figures 3.6a, b and c show profiles of streamwise velocity
along the streamwise, vertical and spanwise coordinate, respectively. Figure 3.6d shows
a profile of spanwise velocity along the spanwise direction. The agreement between the
present results and the reference is very good. Note that in figures 3.6a and d, where
the differences observed are slightly more pronounced, the velocity is smaller, so errors
become more noticeable. Regarding the integrated values of the force, table 3.3 shows
the mean drag coefficient obtained with TUCAN and the results from Uhlmann [2006].
The difference between the two values is smaller than 1.5%. We believe that this small
difference is attributed to the small difference in the Reb of the two cases.
To conclude with the test cases, we use this configuration to evaluate the influence of
the distribution of Lagrangian points on the surface of the body. When simple geometries
are used in the simulations, it is possible to distribute equi-distant points on their
surfaces but, this is only true for a limited number of cases. A sphere is one example
where distribute equidistant points in its surface is an open problem. In these situations
the approach is to distribute the points as uniformly as possible. To analyze the influence
of the small non-uniformity present in these situations, we repeat the case of the channel
flow with a small modification. We carry out two simulations in which the pressure
gradient is set in y and z directions, respectively. The boundary conditions are modified
accordingly, but the discretized geometry of the sphere is fixed. In both cases the
relative error in the non-dimensional drag coefficient compared to the x oriented case
was smaller than 0.003%. With this test, apart from the validation of the implementation
of TUCAN it is shown that the slight non-uniformity in the distribution of points within
the geometry does not affect the integral of forces.
3.3 Performance
In this section we analyze the parallel performance of TUCAN in terms of time. For a
simulation that takes tN time to complete with N processes the speedup and parallel
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Table 3.4: Unitary time of 2D cases of cross flow over a cylinder and 3D cases of laminar
channel with a sphere in the middle and turbulent channel. The total time (tu) is shown
together with the time spent in solving the linear systems for the velocity (tuA), the pseudo
pressure (tuB) and the calculations of the immersed boundaries (tuC).
Case Dim. N tu[µs] tuA[µs] tuB [µs] tuC [µs]
Moving cylinder (κ3) 2D 12 11.0 1.1(10.4%) 8.0(72.7%) 0.0(0.0%)
Moving cylinder (κ4) 2D 12 11.1 1.1(10.1%) 8.2(73.1%) 0.0(0.0%)
Stationary cylinder 2D 12 11.6 1.2(10.7%) 8.4(73.0%) 0.0(0.0%)
Stationary cylinder 2 2D 12 12.7 1.6(12.3%) 9.1(71.6%) 0.0(0.0%)
Sphere in channel 1 3D 48 27.1 3.8(14.2%) 17.7(65.3%) 1.8(6.5%)
Sphere in channel 2 3D 12 20.6 2.5(12.4%) 12.6(61.4%) 1.0(4.9%)
Sphere in channel 3 3D 24 20.8 2.3(10.9%) 13.2(63.4%) 0.9(4.3%)
Turbulent channel 3D 48 45.3 2.5(5.6%) 24.5(54.1%) 0.0(0.0%)
efficiency are defined as
S = t0N0
tN
, (3.4a)
E = t0N0
tN N
, (3.4b)
where t0 is the time that it takes to complete the simulation with N0 processes 2 and
tN the time with N processes. We also define the unitary time
tu =
tN
NGNS
, (3.5)
where N is the number of processors, NG the number of grid points and NS the number
of steps. For an ideal parallel efficiency (E = 1), the unitary time is independent of the
grid size NG and number of processors N . In reality, the time performance depends on
the aforementioned quantities because the parallel efficiency is influenced by both the
grid size and the partition of the domain.
Some of the validation cases presented in previous sections of this chapter are used
here to evaluate the performance of TUCAN. Table 3.4 shows the time performance of
these cases. The solution of the Poisson problem of the pseudo pressure is the most
demanding part of the algorithm, requiring more than 70% of the total time for its
computation in the 2D version of the code and approximately 60% in the 3D version.
Conversely, the Helmhotz problem of the velocities is computed much faster, using only
10% of the total time in the solution of the two components of the velocity field in the
2t0N0 is the estimated time to complete the simulation with one process under the assumption of
ideal parallel efficiency from one process to N0 processes



CHAPTER
FOUR
Aerodynamic forces on airfoils 1
In this chapter we analyze the aerodynamic forces produced by flapping airfoils at low
Re. It was decided that the best approach to adopt for this specific problem was to
perform DNS. This approach is particularly useful when no theories are available to
describe the flow field. The low Re in which small birds and insects fly and the large
amplitude of their motions result in a flow regime which is far from Stokes theory and
also from potential theory [Wang, 2005]. In the chapter, first, the physics that govern
the problem are outlined and the numerical model used to represent the phenomena at
play, is defined. Then, we describe the database of cases generated by varying some of
the parameters participating in the problem. The results of these cases are analyzed
and a reference case is selected to perform a detailed analysis. Finally, a subset of cases
from the database is studied in order to understand the influence that the different
parameters have on the aerodynamic performance of the airfoils.
4.1 Problem definition
We present DNS of the flow around a symmetric airfoil NACA 0012. The Re num-
ber of the flow based on the airfoil chord c and the free stream velocity U∞ is Re =
cU∞/ν = 1000, where ν is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. The simulations have
been performed using TUCAN, which has been described in chapter 2.
The prescribed heaving and pitching motion of the airfoil is given by
h(t) = h0 cos(2pi f t), (4.1a)
θ(t) = θm + θ0 cos(2pi f t+ ϕ), (4.1b)
where h0 and θ0 are the heaving and pitching amplitude, respectively, θm is the mean
pitch value, ϕ is the phase shift between the heaving and pitching motion and f is
1 Partial content of this chapter can be found in the following articles
Moriche, M., Flores, O., and García-Villalba, M. Generation of thrust and lift with airfoils in plunging
and pitching motion. In J. Phys.: Conf. Ser., volume 574, page 012163, 2015
Moriche, M., Flores, O., and García-Villalba, M. On the aerodynamic forces on heaving and pitching
airfoils at low Reynolds number. In J. Fluid Mech., 2017, Submitted
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surface(Figure4.3).Theproceduretodistributepointsalongacircumferenceisdetailed
intheappendixA.1oftheworkofUhlmann[2005]. Wekeepheretherequirementof
havingthevolumeassociatedtoeachLagrangianpoint∆Vascloseaspossibleto∆x2,
butweadapttheproceduretotheairfoilgeometry. Weuseatotalof261pointalong
theairfoilsurfaceresultinginanassociatedvolumeof∆V/c2=6.105·10−5,whichis
only0.023%largerthan∆x2. Withthisconﬁgurationthemaximumthicknessofthe
airfoil(eMAX =0.12c)isrepresentedintheEulerianframeby15gridpointsandthe
chordby128points.ThefunctionκselectedfortheinteractionbetweentheEulerian
andtheLagrangianframesisthe3-pointκfromRomaetal.[1999](equation(2.7)).
Throughouttherestofthedocumentweevaluatetheperformanceoftheairfoilin
termsofthenon-dimensionalcoeﬃcientsofthrust(ct)andlift(cl),expressedas
ct= −2FxρU∞2c,cl=
2Fz
ρU∞2c, (4.2)
whereFxandFzarethetotalstreamwiseandverticalforces,respectively,thattheﬂuid
exertsontheairfoil.TheseforcesareeasilyobtainedfromthedirectforcingIBMused
inthiswork(seeappendixA.2.2inUhlmann[2003]). Also,tosupportthefolowing
discussionwedeﬁnetheaverageoperator(·)onadummyfunctiongas
g= 1Tav Tav
g(t)dt, (4.3)
whereTavisthetimespanfortheaveragingprocess.Finaly,thermsisdeﬁnedas
grms= 1Tav Tav
(g(t)2−g2)dt. (4.4)
4.3 Results
Eighteencaseshavebeenanalyzedbymeansof2DDNS.First,weevaluatetheperfor-
manceofthewholedatabaseintermsofthenon-dimensionalcoeﬃcientsofthrust(ct)
andlift(cl). Mostofthecasespresentperiodicitywithaperiodequaltothemotionpe-
riodTU∞/c=4.44,buttherearetwocaseswithadoublingperiodphenomena,andfour
aperiodic,sothetimespanfortheaveragingTaveachcasehasbeenselectedaccordingly
(seetable4.1andappendixA.1). Thisaperiodicorquasi-periodicbehaviorhasbeen
alsoobservedbyotherauthorsforapureheavingconﬁguration,forexample[Lewin
andHaj-Hariri,2003].Table4.1showstheaveragedandrmsvaluesofnon-dimensional
thrustandliftcoeﬃcientstogetherwiththepropulsiveeﬃciency,η,whichisdeﬁnedas
η= TavFxU∞Tav
0 Fzh˙+My,c/4θ˙dt
, (4.5)
NACAairfoilshaveattheTrailingEdge(TE)formanufacturingpurposes.Intheexpressionforthe
halfthicknessoftheairfoilwehavesetthecoeﬃcientoftheterm(x/c)4to−0.1036insteadof−0.1015.
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4.3.1 Analysis of a reference case
Case B090 generates net thrust (ct = 0.72) and lift (cl = 1.55). The rms value of the
force is slightly higher than the mean in the case of thrust (ctrms = 0.92) and almost
double in the case of lift (clrms = 2.77). This reflects that in this type of flows, the
oscillatory component of the force is as important as its mean value. Figures 4.5a and b
show the evolution of the aerodynamic thrust and lift, respectively, of case B090 during
one period. Two peaks of thrust (figure 4.5a) are generated during the period, one in the
downstroke and one in the upstroke, presenting a higher peak of thrust in the former.
Regarding the lift (figure 4.5b), the large amount of lift generated in the downstroke is
reduced partially by the negative lift produced in the upstroke.
We continue the analysis of case B090 by performing flow visualization of the vorticity
field. Figure 4.6 shows contours of spanwise vorticity ωy of case B090 at eight equispaced
time instants during one period. The most noticeable structure is the big LEV, which
is created and shed into the wake every motion period. The LEV is created before
the middle of the downstroke (figure 4.6b) and remains attached to the upper surface
of the airfoil until the end of the stroke (figures 4.6c and 4.6d). At the end of the
downstroke the LEV starts to detach from the airfoil (figure 4.6e) and it is shed into
the wake approximately after the transition from downstroke to upstroke (figure 4.6f).
After being shed (figure 4.6g), the LEV is advected into the wake suffering a diffusion
process that is not detectable by visual inspection. Although there are no more vortex
generated during the downstroke, the shear layer created at the lower surface of the
airfoil (ωy < 0) is shed into the wake forming small vortices (figures 4.6d, e and f), some
of which interact with the LEV (figures 4.6 g and h). During the upstroke the airfoil
moves with a low effective angle of attack and, as a result, no vortices are generated.
Instead, similarly as in the downstroke, the shear layer created in the lower part of the
airfoil is shed into the wake forming small vortices (figure 4.6a, b and c).
4.3.2 Extension of the analysis to the database
We proceed now to analyze the subset of cases A090, B090, C090, B070 and B110. The
mean pitch influence is analyzed with cases A090, B090 and C090, which have a constant
phase shift ϕ of 90◦ and a mean pitch value θm of 0◦, 10◦ and 20◦, respectively. The
phase shift influence is analyzed with cases B070, B090 and B110, which have a constant
mean pitch value θm of 10◦ and a phase shift ϕ of 70◦, 90◦ and 110◦, respectively. Figure
4.7 shows the cases selected in the thrust-lift representation.
Starting with integrated values, we analyze the values of ct and cl summarized in
table 4.1. If the mean pitch value θm is set to zero (case A090), the performance of the
airfoil is improved with respect to case B090 (θm = 10◦) in terms of thrust, but at the
cost of producing zero lift. The ct generated by case A090 is increased by 37.5% with
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B110 (figures 4.11 e, f, g and h) at four equispaced time instants during one motion
period. At the begining of the downstroke, both cases present an LEV in the lower
part of the airfoil (figures 4.11a and e, respectively). These cases have a (negative) peak
in the effective angle of attack during the upstroke (figure 4.9d) sufficient to generate
an LEV. Recall that in case B090 no LEV was generated in the upstroke (figure 4.6h).
During the first half of the downstroke the effective angle of attack increases as the phase
shift is reduced from 110◦ to 70◦, so at the middle of the downstroke (t/T = 0.25), the
size of the LEV increases as the phase shift is reduced from 110◦ to 70◦ (figures 4.11b
and f). During the second half of the downstroke (0.25 < t/T < 0.5) the behavior of the
effective angle of attack with the phase shift is changed, αe increases as ϕ is increased
from 70◦ to 110◦ (figure 4.9f). As a result, when the LEV is being detached at the end of
the downstroke (t/T = 0.5), the size of the LEV of the two cases is similar (figures 4.11c
and g). Once the LEV is shed into the wake, the LEV of both cases presents different
interactions with the vorticity shed through the TE, but the flow structure is similar
(figures 4.11d and h). Finally, the (negative) peak of αe of cases B070 and B110 occurs
before the middle of the upstroke (t/T < 0.75) in the former and after the middle of the
upstroke (t/T > 0.75) in the latter. Therefore, only the LEV of case B070 is present at
the middle of the upstroke (figures 4.11d and h), although at the end of the downstroke
both cases present an LEV in the lower part of the airfoil (figures 4.11a and e).

CHAPTER
FIVE
Forcedecompositionandmodeling1
Theaerodynamicforcesproducedbyﬂappingairfoilswerestudiedinthepreviouschap-
ter.Now,thetotalvalueoftheforceisdecomposedindiﬀerentcontributionsinorderto
getinsightsofthemechanismsatplay.Thischapterhasbeenorganisedinthefolowing
way.First,thealgorithmusedtodecomposetheforceisdescribed.Then,thereference
caseselectedinthepreviouschapterisanalyzedindetail. Also,theinﬂuenceofthe
motionparametersonthediﬀerentcontributionsoftheforceisstudied. Finaly,we
makeuseofanexistingmodelfromtheliteraturetoestimatetheaerodynamicforces
and,basedonobservationsmadethroughthischapter,proposeamodiﬁcationofthe
modeltoimproveitsperformance.
5.1 Numerical method
ThetotalaerodynamicforceisdecomposedusingthealgorithmproposedbyChang
[1992]andrecentlyusedbyMartín-Alcántaraetal.[2015].Thetotalaerodynamicforce
componentsinthestreamwise(x)andvertical(z)directionsareexpressedas
Fx=−ρ
S
φx
U∞
∂u
∂t·ndS+
ρ
2
S
|u|2n·exdS
−ρ
V
(u×ω)·∇φxU∞ dV+µS
(ω×n)·(∇φxU∞ +ex)dS, (5.1a)
Fz=−ρ
S
φz
U∞
∂u
∂t·ndS+
ρ
2
S
|u|2n·ezdS
−ρ
V
(u×ω)·∇φzU∞ dV+µS
(ω×n)·(∇φzU∞ +ez)dS, (5.1b)
whereuisthevelocityoftheﬂow,ωisthevorticity,µisthedynamicviscosityofthe
ﬂuid,Sthesurfaceoftheairfoil,Vtheﬂuiddomain,ntheunitaryvectornormalto
1Thecontentofthischapteriscontainedinthefolowingpublication:
Moriche, M.,Flores,O.,andGarcía-Vilalba, M. Ontheaerodynamicforcesonheavingandpitching
airfoilsatlowReynoldsnumber.InJ.Fluid Mech.,2017,Submitted
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thesurfaceoftheairfoil,pointingtowardstheﬂuidandexandeztheunitaryvectors
inthexandzdirections,respectively.Theauxiliarypotentialsφxandφzthatappear
inequation(5.1)dependonlyonthegeometryoftheairfoilandonthedirectionsin
whichtheyarecomputed.Fordetailsofthecalculationsofthesefunctions,thereader
isreferredtotheappendixC.1.
FolowingChang[1992],wegroupthetermsofequation(5.1)toidentifydiﬀerent
mechanismsintheforcegenerationprocess. Theﬁrsttwotermsoftherighthand
sideinequation(5.1)arethecontributionduetothemotionofthebody,Fxm and
Fzm. Thecontributionofthevorticitywithintheﬂow,FxvandFzv,isgivenbythe
thirdterm. Finaly,thesurfacevorticitycontribution,FxsandFzs,isthelastterm.
Thisdecompositionpresentssomeadvantageswithrespecttootheralgorithmsfromthe
literature.First,thecontributionofthebodymotioniscalculatedwithsurfaceintegrals
whichonlyinvolvethevelocityoftheﬂowandtheauxiliarypotentialfunctions,bothon
thesurfaceoftheairfoil,andhenceprescribedbythegeometryandthekinematicsofthe
airfoil.Second,theonlytimederivativeoftheﬂuidvelocityinequation(5.1)appearsin
asurfaceintegral,sothat∂u∂tcanbeevaluatedfromthekinematicsoftheairfoil.This
meansthatthisforcedecompositionalgorithmcanbeappliedtoisolatedsnapshotsof
thevelocityﬁeld,e.g.obtainedfromparticleimagevelocimetrymeasurements.Finaly,
theintegrandofthecontributionofthevorticitywithintheﬂowcanbeinterpretedasa
forcedensity,alowingadirectevaluationofhowspeciﬁcregionsoftheﬂowcontribute
tothetotalaerodynamicforce.
Inaccordancewiththedecompositionexplainedabove,thetotalnon-dimensional
forcecoeﬃcientsareexpressedintermsofthediﬀerentcontributionsshowninequation
(5.1).
ct=ctm+ctv+cts (5.2a)
cl=clm+clv+cls (5.2b)
Furthermore,wedeﬁnethespatialdistributionofthrustδtandliftδldensityasthe
integrandofthecontributionofthevorticitywithintheﬂowtothetotalaerodynamic
forceinequation(5.1).Afternon-dimensionalization,thedeﬁnitionsofδtandδlread
δt= 2(u×ω)·∇φxU∞3c2 , (5.3a)
δl=−2(u×ω)·∇φzU∞3c2 . (5.3b)
5.2 Forcedecompositionofareferencecase
InthissectionwedecomposethetotalaerodynamicforceofcaseB090,asdescribedin
section5.1,andmodeleachcontributionseparately.Figure5.1showstheevolutionofthe
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is lower than 90◦, mean drag and mean negative lift are generated. Conversely, both
thrust and lift are generated when the phase shift is higher than 90◦. It is therefore
shown that the body motion contribution does not, in general, integrate to zero for
a periodic motion. Note that, although we cannot use the expressions of added mass
to calculate the body motion contribution, this term needs not to be modelled. The
velocity on the surface of the airfoil is known from the kinematics and the potentials
need only to be computed once (see appendix C.1). Furthermore, for the NACA 0012
airfoil used in this work, the values for the auxiliary potentials φx and φz are given in
figure C.2.
Now we are going to analyze the effect that the contribution of the vorticity within
the flow has on the total aerodynamic force. Figures 5.1a and b show the evolution of
ct
v and clv, respectively, for case B090 during one period. It is clear that the (positive)
peaks of total thrust and lift are dominated by the contribution of the vorticity within
the flow. The first peak of ctv (t/T ≈ 0.25) represents 90% of the total thrust, the
second (t/T ≈ 0.75) 120%, and the peak of clv (t/T = 0.25) 92% of the total lift. Also,
the contribution of the vorticity with the flow is maximum when the vertical velocity of
the airfoil h˙ and the effective angle of attack αe are maximum. Therefore, two peaks of
positive thrust are observed in figure 5.1a at the middle of the downstroke (t/T = 0.25)
and at the middle of the upstroke (t/T = 0.75), respectively. Regarding the lift, the
peak of force generated at the middle of the downtroke (t/T = 0.25) is positive and
the one generated at the middle of the upstroke (t/T = 0.75), negative. The assymetry
introduced by the mean pitch angle θm = 10◦ results in lower peak values in the upstroke
compared to the downstroke, which is detrimental for the thrust, but favourable for the
lift.
In order to obtain a better understanding, we continue the analysis of case B090 by
comparing the vorticity and force density fields at four equispaced time instants during
one period, shown in figure 5.3. Each row of figure 5.3 is composed of the contours
of ωy, δt and δl at the same time instant, which is indicated at the right of each row.
The first thing to observe is how both thrust δt and lift δl densities (figures 5.3b, e, h,
k and 5.3c, f, i, l, respectively) decay fast with the distance to the airfoil for any time
instant, as previusly observed by other authors [Chang, 1992, Martín-Alcántara et al.,
2015]. This occurs because the force density is the projection of the Lamb’s vector on
the gradient of the potentials φx and φz, which decay quadratically with the distance to
the airfoil [Martín-Alcántara et al., 2015]. Regarding the evolution of vorticity (figures
5.3a, d, g and j) the LEV is created during of the downstroke (5.3d) and shed into the
wake approximately in the transition from downstroke to upstroke (5.3j). After being
shed (5.3j), the LEV is advected into the wake (5.3a, d and g). The evolution of thrust
(figures 5.3b, e, h and k) and lift (5.3c, f, i and l) densities show that vortical structures
have a negligible effect on the aerodynamic force once they have been shed into the wake.
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NotehowthecontributionoftheLEVtothethrust(5.3eandh)andlift(5.3fandi)is
partialypositiveandnegative.Thisisaninherentpropertyofanyvortex,asindicated
byChang[1992]inhiswork. Thecenterofavortexischaracterizedbyachangeof
directionoftheLamb’svectorwhilethegradientoftheauxiliarypotentialsislocaly
smooth,soalinewherethesignoftheforcedensitychangesitssignmustpassthrough
thecenterofthevortex. Whichpartofthevortex(positiveandnegativecontribution
totheforce)dominates,dependsonthevorticityﬁeldandonthegradientsofthe
auxiliarypotentials,whicharedeterminedonlybythegeometryoftheairfoil.Thisis
aninterestingfactsinceonemaythinkthatwithasmartmodiﬁcationofthegeometry,
abetterperformanceintermsofaerodynamicforcescouldbeobtained.Finaly,when
theLEVstartstodetach(t/T=0.5),thereisachangeinitscontributiontothethrust
(ﬁgures5.3eandh),whileitscontributiontotheliftismaintained(ﬁgures5.3fandi).
Itisclearfromthepreviousdiscussionthatthecontributionofthevorticitywithin
theﬂowisthedominantcontributiontothetotalaerodynamicforce. Thereforeitis
ofgreatinteresttounderstandhowthispartoftheforcebehaves.Insteady-state
aerodynamics,Kutta-Joukowskytheorempredictstheaerodynamicforceduetothe
vorticitywithintheﬂowonabodywithcirculationΓis
FKJ =ρU×Γey , (5.6)
wherethesubscriptKJdenotesKutta-JoukowskyestimationandUisthefreestream
velocityseenbytheairfoil. TheforceestimatedbyKutta-Joukowskytheoremisper-
pendiculartotheincomingeﬀectivevelocity,whichcanbeestimatedforaheavingand
pitchingairfoilasthesumofthefreestream(U∞ex)andheaving(˙hez)velocities,as
describedinPesaventoand Wang[2004],Andersenetal.[2005]andTahaetal.[2014].
Inthiswork,weproceedtoverifyifKutta-Joukowskytheoremstilholdsintheseﬂow
conditions.Forthat,wedeﬁneσastheanglebetweenFvandthedirectionoftheforce
predictedbyKutta-Joukowsky,perpendiculartotheeﬀectiveincomingvelocity(seeﬁg-
ure5.4). NotethatazerovalueforσwouldmeanthatKutta-Joukowskytheoremis
fulﬁled.Figure5.5ashowstheevolutionoftheangleσforcaseB090duringoneperiod.
Thelinerepresentingtheangleσinﬁgure5.5aiscolouredwithagreyscaleaccordingto
themodulusofFv.Thecolourscaleemployedtorepresentσisusedtoavoidconfusion
ofthereaderbythediscontinuitiesthattakeplacewhenthemodulusofFvapproaches
zero,asituationwhereσisildeﬁned. Theevolutionoftheeﬀectiveangleofattack
αe=θ−atan(˙h/U∞)hasbeenalsoincludedintheﬁgure,anditcanbeclearlyseen
thattheangleσisapproximatelyequaltotheeﬀectiveangleofattackαe,exceptfor
speciﬁctimeinstantswheretheforceissmal. ThismeansthatFvisnotnormalto
theincomingeﬀectivevelocity,buttotheairfoilchord.Thisobservationisconsistent
withtheresultsofDickinsonetal.[1999],wheretheaerodynamicforceswerenormal
tothewingsection(aﬂatplate).Altheperiodiccasesofourdatabaseshowthesame
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(ﬁgure5.8a)andanincreaseofthecontributiontothelift(ﬁgure5.8b).Thereduction
ofθm (caseA090)producestheoppositeeﬀect,exceptfortheﬁrsthalfofthedownstroke
(0<t/T<0.25)inthecaseofthrust,andforthetransitionfromdownstroketoupstroke
(t/T≈0.5)inthecaseoflift.Thismeansthatthemeanpitchvalueθm introducesan
oﬀsetinthecontributionofthevorticitywithintheﬂowtotheaerodynamicforces.The
variationofphaseshiftproducesadiﬀerenteﬀect,aﬀectingmainlytothepeakvalues
ofFv.Anadvanceofthepitchingmotion(caseB110)resultsinmorepronouncedpeak
values(positiveandnegative)inboththethrust(ﬁgure5.8a)andlift(ﬁgure5.8b),
whereaslaggingthepitching motion(caseB070)resultsinareductionofthepeak
values.
Figures5.8canddshowtheevolutionofctm andclm,respectively,fortheselected
cases.Forthemotionunderstudy,theheavingacceleration¨h(t)dominatesthecontribu-
tionofbodymotiontothelift,independentlyoftheparametersθm andϕ(ﬁgure5.8d).
Concerningthethrust,boththeheavingaccelerationh¨(t)andtheprojectedareaofthe
airfoilperpendiculartothestreamwisedirection,inﬂuencetheamountofctm.Therefore,
ctm vanishesatpointswheretheheavingacceleration¨h(t)iszero(t/T=0.25,0.75)and,
atpointswheretheheavingaccelerationh¨(t)ismaximum(t/T=0,0.5),theamount
ofctm dependsontheareaoftheairfoilprojectedperpendiculartothestreamwisedi-
rection. Thisareaisrelatedtothevalueofthepitchangleθ(ﬁgures4.8cand4.9c).
Atthebeginningofthedownstroke(t/T=0),casesA090andB110haveapitchangle
θof0◦,sotheygeneratealmostnoctm (ﬁgure5.8c).Atthistimeinstant,ifthepitch
angleincreases,ctm increasesaccordinglytothevalueofthepitchangle,socaseB090
generatesmorethrustthancasesA090andB110andlessthancasesC090andB070.
Thesameanalysisholdsatthebeginningoftheupstroke(t/T=0.5),exceptthat,in
thispartoftheperiod,caseswithdiﬀerentphaseshift(B070andB110)interchange
theirrole.
Toconcludetheanalysisofthediﬀerentcontributionstothetotalaerodynamicforce,
ﬁgures5.8eandfshowtheevolutionofthesurfacevorticitycontributiontothetotal
aerodynamicthrustandlift,respectively.Itcanbeseenthattheeﬀectsthatsurface
vorticityhasontheforcesissmalcomparedtotheothercontributionsforboththrust
andlift,exceptforapeakofviscousdragintheupstrokeofcaseC090.
Afterdescribingtheevolutionofthediﬀerentcontributionstothetotalaerodynamic
force,weproceedtoinvestigatethecapabilityofthechord-normalmodeltopredictthe
contributionofthevorticitywithintheﬂowtothetotalaerodynamicforceofthesubset
ofcasesA090,C090,B070andB110.Inordertodothat,wefolowthesameapproach
aswedidwithcaseB090insection5.2,calculatingthecoeﬃcientsGT andGR bya
ﬁttingprocess.Table5.1showsthevaluesoftheL2normofthediﬀerencebetweenthe
circulationobtainedfromtheDNSandtheestimatedbythemodel.Idealy,ﬁxedvalues
forGTandGR aredesired,soweshowtheresultsobtainedwithcoeﬃcientsobtained
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by fitting process independent for each case (next-to-last column in table 5.1, “specific”)
and fixed coefficients for all the cases under study (last column in table 5.1, “fixed”).
The procedure to obtain the fixed coefficients is described briefly below. If we look at
the expression for the circulation given in equation (5.8), the rotational term is easily
related to the expression for rotational circulation obtained from potential theory for a
thin airfoil
ΓROT = pi c2θ˙(
3
4 −
xp
c
). (5.9)
Therefore, we set GR = pi and then obtain GT = 1.85 by a fitting process of all the
periodic cases with phase shift between ϕ = 50◦ and 130◦, both included. The L2 norm
of the difference between the fitted and the DNS circulations are of the same order of
the magnitude for specific and fixed coefficients. Hence, from now on we use the fixed
coefficients to calculate the circulation of all the selected cases.
Figures 5.8a and b show the evolution of ctv and clv given by the chord-normal
estimation with fixed coefficients for the circulation, respectively, for case B090. The
resulting forces are similar to those when using specific coefficients for this case (figure
5.7). Figures 5.8c and d show the evolution of ctv and clv, respectively, for cases A090
and C090. Both ctv and clv are properly predicted for case A090, but higher differences
between the chord-normal estimation and the results obtained from the DNS are found
for case C090. For the latter, peaks of thrust predicted by the model present differences
of more than 50% with respect to the results from the DNS. Also, the (positive) peak
of lift at t/T = 0.25 presents a phase shift of approximately T/8. Figures 5.8e and f
show the evolution of ctv and clv, respectively, of the chord normal estimation together
with the results obtained from the DNS for cases B070 and B110. The prediction of ctv
of case B070 is very good, although the peak of thrust predicted in the downstroke is
a little advanced with respect to the result of the DNS. Regarding the lift, peak values
of clv of case B070 obtained from the DNS and the predictions from the model are
similar, only presenting a small phase shift between them. Finally, ctv of case B110
(figure 5.8e) is underestimated in the downstroke and overestimated in the upstroke.
The prediction of clv for case B110 (figure 5.8f) is a little underestimated from the
middle of the downstroke to the middle of the upstroke (0.25 < t/T < 0.75).
5.4 Prediction of total values
Finally, we estimate the total aeordynamic force taking into account the results obtained
throughout the manuscript. We present two different models, namely S+PW+KJ (Se-
dov, Pesavento and Wang and Kutta-Joukousky) and CH+PW+CN (Chang, Pesavento
and Wang and chord-normal). Both models are the result of combining a term that
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Table 5.2: Mean thrust and lift coefficients obtained from the DNS and an estimation taken
from the literature (S+PW+KJ, model 1) and the estimation proposed in the present work
(CH+PW+CN, model 2).
ct − ctDNS L2 (ct − ctDNS) cl − clDNS L2 (cl − clDNS)
Case mod. 1 mod. 2 mod. 1 mod. 2 mod. 1 mod. 2 mod. 1 mod. 2
A030 0.226 1.109 0.444 1.168 0.004 0.004 1.426 2.428
A050 0.106 0.785 0.402 0.994 0.000 0.000 0.689 1.793
A070 −0.066 0.513 0.131 0.808 −0.000 −0.000 0.268 1.004
A090 0.116 0.835 0.471 1.173 0.000 0.000 0.796 0.316
A110 0.246 1.400 0.876 1.654 −0.000 −0.000 1.245 1.040
A130 0.287 2.096 1.181 2.221 0.005 0.005 1.896 2.235
B030 0.065 0.864 0.395 1.196 0.102 −0.011 1.503 2.368
B050 0.042 0.724 0.355 1.195 −0.108 −0.043 1.038 1.953
B070 −0.018 0.634 0.236 1.109 0.024 0.256 0.766 1.658
B090 0.166 0.995 0.620 1.377 0.557 0.913 0.699 1.182
B110 0.209 1.467 0.852 1.766 0.597 1.014 1.107 1.404
B130 0.311 2.179 1.181 2.396 0.805 1.209 1.934 2.511
C030 0.628 1.176 1.077 1.717 0.984 0.732 2.593 2.859
C050 0.693 1.358 0.874 1.683 1.345 1.388 2.118 2.427
C070 0.094 0.926 0.223 1.647 0.307 0.637 1.409 2.179
C090 0.432 1.544 1.075 2.026 1.032 1.587 1.617 2.400
C110 0.336 1.861 1.136 2.271 1.240 1.919 1.569 2.415
C130 0.457 2.470 1.405 2.890 1.642 2.324 2.239 3.159
represents the contribution from body motion and a term that represents the contribu-
tion from vorticity within the flow. Viscous terms are neglected in both models. The
body motion contribution in the first model (S+PW+KJ) is calculated with expressions
from Sedov et al. [1965] for the added mass terms of a flat plate. In the second model
(CH+PW+KJ) we use the expressions derived by Chang [1992] (first and second terms
in the right hand side of equation (5.1)). The modulus of the contribution from vorticity
within the flow is estimated in both models by the quasi-steady model of Pesavento and
Wang [2004] with fixed coefficients GT = 1.85 and GR = pi. The orientation of this
contribution is given by Kutta-Joukowsky theorem in the model S+PW+KJ, and by
the chord-normal direction in the model CH+PW+CN.
Table 5.2 shows the mean and the L2 norm of the difference between the forces
obtained from the DNS and the predictions of both models, for the whole database (see
table 4.1). The error produced in mean values is useful to know how good the resultant
force is captured but, if positive and negative errors compensate each other, this metric
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will not make it visible. For that, we also show error in L2, which measures how similar
is the evolution of both signals during the cycle.
Starting with the thrust, predicted mean values are consistently improved with the
model CH+PW+CN with respect to the model S+PW+KJ. Continuing the analysis
of the predictions made with the model CH+PW+CN, mean values show remarkable
agreement with respect to the values obtained from DNS. Most of the cases present
differences lower than 20% of the rms of the total thrust. The estimate become less
accurate for cases with θm = 20◦, although differences between the model and the DNS
are lower than 50% of the signal. Interestingly, case C070 shows a difference of 17% of
the rms of the total thrust. Furthermore, cases with low or high phase shift, A030 and
B130, respectively, show errors larger than 20% of the total thrust.
Regarding the lift, cases B030, B050 and C030 present worse predictions of the
mean lift by the model CH+PW+CN compared to the model S+PW+KJ, although the
differences are small. Note that, even though the mean lift is better predicted by model
S+PW+KJ for these cases, the L2 norm of the difference between the model and the
DNS obtained with model CH+PW+CN is approximatley one half of the value obtained
with the model S+PW+KJ. For the rest of the cases the predictions obtained with the
model CH+PW+CN are improved compared with the model S+PW+KJ. Continuing
the analysis with model CH+PW+CN, mean lift is directly zero for the symmetric cases.
The differences that appear in case A130 arise from the averaging process carried out
because of the aperiodic nature of this case. For cases with mean pitch angle θm = 10◦
the results are very good. Cases with lower phase shift B030, B050 and B070 present
differences in mean lift lower than 5% of the rms of total lift and cases B090, B110 and
B130, lower than 20%. Again, when the mean pitch angle is increased to θm = 20◦,
errors tend to increase. Case C070 presents an error in the mean lift of 10% of the rms
of the total lift and cases C030, C090, C110 and C130 of approximately 30%. Case C050
presents a higher error.
In addition to the mean and L2 norm values presented above, we show the evolution
of the total thrust for all the cases in figure 5.10. It can be seen that the results
obtained with the model CH+PW+CN are consistently improved compared to the model
S+PW+KJ. Furthermore, for mean pitch values of θm = 0, 10◦ and phase shift ϕ ≥ 30◦
and ϕ ≤ 90◦, the model CH+PW+CN captures with high fidelity the values obtained
from the DNS. For the highest phase shift values evaluated, ϕ ≥ 110◦, the model presents
a small phase shift with respect to the DNS. Higher errors appear when the mean pitch
angle is set to θm = 20◦, except when the phase shift is ϕ = 70◦.
The evolution of the total lift (figure 5.11) also presents a consistent improvement
of the estimation with model CH+PW+CN with respect to S+PW+KJ. Note that
case B050 (figure 5.11e) presented a worse estimation of the mean lift with model
CH+PW+CN compared to model S+PW+KJ but, as the L2 norm predicted, its evo-
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lution is better captured by the former. The model CH+PW+CN presents very good
estimations in cases with mean pitch value θm = 0, 10◦ and phase shift ϕ ≥ 50◦ and
ϕ ≤ 110◦. Again, a small phase shift appears for higher phase shift ϕ = 130◦, and a
clear underestimation of the lift for the lower phase shift ϕ = 30◦. For mean pitch angle
θm = 20◦, the model is not able to predict the peak of lift that takes place during the
downstroke. Note that in this case the circulation and, hence, the modulus of the force
is not well captured by the model of Pesavento and Wang [2004] with fixed coefficients
(see figure 5.12).

CHAPTER
SIX
Onsetofthreedimensionalwakes1
Inthepreviouschapterswehaveanalyzedbymeansof2DDNSanactual3Dprob-
lem.Inthischapterwestudydestabilityofthewakeofheavingandpitchingairfoils
subjectedto3Dperturbations. Wepretendtoobtainadeeperknowledgeontheonset
oftheseinstabilitiesandhowtheyaﬀecttheaerodynamicperformanceoftheairfoils.
The3DcalculationspresentedinthischapterareperformedwithaninﬁniteARwing.
Geometric3Dfeaturesintroducedbyﬁnitewingsareoutofthescopeofthiswork.
6.1 Methodology
WeuseFloquetstabilityanalysistostudythestabilityofa2Dtime-periodicbaseﬂow
subjectedto3Dperturbations. WefolowthesameapproachasBarkleyandHenderson
[1996],Robichauxetal.[1999],Leontinietal.[2007]andothers. Thevelocityand
pressureﬁelds(ui,p)aredecomposedintoatimeperiodic2Dbaseﬂow(Ui,P)anda
3Dperturbation(ui,p):
ui(x,y,z,t)=Ui(x,z,t)+ui(x,y,z,t), (6.1a)
p(x,y,z,t)=P(x,z,t)+p(x,y,z,t). (6.1b)
Undertheassumptionofsmal perturbations,theevolutionequationsofui canbe
linearised.Thegoverningequationsfortheperturbation(ui,p)afterlinearisationare
∂ui
∂xi=0, (6.2a)
∂ui
∂t+uj
∂Ui
∂xj+Uj
∂ui
∂xj=−
1
ρ
∂p
∂xi+ν
∂2ui
∂x2i. (6.2b)
Theseequationsaresuplementedwithboundaryconditionsfortheperturbationveloc-
ities. Atalboundariesweimposeui =0,exceptattheoutlet,whereanadvective
1Thecontentofthischapterispublishedin
Moriche,M.,Flores,O.,andGarcía-Vilalba,M.Three-dimensionalinstabilitiesinthewakeofaﬂapping
wingatlowReynoldsnumber.InInt.J.HeatFluidFlow,2016b
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boundaryconditionisimposedasinotherstudiesBarkleyandHenderson[1996]. At
thebodysurfacewealsoimposeui=0,sincethebaseﬂowalreadyfulﬁlsthenoslip
conditionatthebodysurface.
Sincetheproblemishomogeneousinthespanwisedirection,wecanexpressthe
velocityandpressureﬁeldsasFourierintegrals
uj(x,y,z,t)=
∞
−∞
uˆj(x,β,z,t)eiβydβ, (6.3a)
p(x,y,z,t)=
∞
−∞
pˆ(x,β,z,t)eiβydβ, (6.3b)
whereuˆjandˆparethespanwiseFouriermodesoftheperturbationvelocityandpressure,
respectively.Introducingequation(6.3)intoequation(6.2))weobtaina2Dproblemfor
eachβ.Theadvantageofthisapproachisthecomputationalsavingsofsolvingasetof
2Dproblemsinsteadofa3Done.
Oncethespanwisewavenumberisﬁxed,obtainingaltheFloquetmodesandtheir
correspondingFloquet multipliersrequiressolvinganeigenvalueproblem. However,
sinceweareonlyinterestedinobtainingthemostunstableFloquetmode,itissuﬃcient
toadvancethesolutionoftheperturbationduringseveralperiods,trackingthegrowth
ofthenormoftheperturbationvelocity.Then,theleadingFloquetmultipliercanbe
approximatedby
µ(β,t)= uˆ(x,β,z,t+T)uˆ(x,β,z,t) , (6.4)
whereuˆisthevectorofspanwiseFouriermodeoftheperturbationvelocityand ·
istheL2normoverspatialcoordinatesxandz. AppendixBshowsthevalidation
ofthelinearstabilitycalculationsofTUCANandthecapabilityofequation(6.4)to
approximatetheleadingFloquetmultiplierinthisstabilityanalysis.
6.2 Results
Foursetsofmeanpitchangle,θm,andphaseshift,ϕ,havebeenanalyzedbymeans
ofa2DDNSandFloquetstabilityanalysis. Thesecaseshavebeenselectedfromthe
databasepresentedinchapter4,whichwasdevelopedtoanalysetheeﬃciencyofheaving
andpitchingairfoilsgeneratingliftandthrust.Theﬁrsttwocasesselectedforthisstudy
(seetable6.1)arethecaseswithmaximumpropulsiveeﬃciencyatθm =0◦and10◦
(casesA090andB090,respectively). CasesC090andB070areselectedtoexemplify
theeﬀectoflargerθm,andlaggedpitchingmotion. Additionaly,onecasewherethe
Floquetstabilityanalysispredictstheonsetofa3Dwakehasbeenstudiedbymeansof
3DDNS.
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Table 6.1: Motion parameters and integrated values of non-dimensional force coefficients of
thrust and lift of the cases selected to analyze the 3D instabilities in the wake. The periodicity
of the flow is indicated with P for periodic and D for periodic with period 2T .
Case θm ϕ Periodicity ct cl η
A090 0 90 P 0.9957 0.0000 0.3644
B090 10 90 P 0.7245 1.5507 0.2620
B070 10 70 P 0.5718 0.8452 0.2467
C090 20 90 D −0.1419 2.7850 -
6.2.1 2D wakes
We start by analyzing the wake of the 2D simulations. The configuration of the vortices
in the wake can be observed in the flow visualizations of the spanwise vorticity shown
in figure 6.1. Case A090 (shown in figure 6.1a) produces a reversed von Karman street,
characteristic of thrust producing wakes. In this wake the upper (lower) row of vor-
tices presents anticlockwise (clockwise) rotation, corresponding to LEVs generated in
the upstroke (downstroke). Vorticity shed through the trailing edge forms less intense
vortices in the central region of the street. Cases B090 and B070 (figures 6.1b and c,
respectively) produce a non-symmetrical wake, in which the upper row of vortices is
composed of (weak) vorticity generated at the lower surface of the airfoil during the
upstroke, and shed into the wake at the end of the stroke. In the lower row of vortices,
the strong LEV and TEV pairs generated during the downstroke form a dipole with net
clockwise rotation, consistent with a predominance of the LEV. This dipole is advected
downstream similar to the LEVs in A090. The asymmetry of the wake of cases B070
and B090 is also reflected in the aerodynamic performance of these cases, which generate
both thrust and lift. However for case C090 (shown in figure 6.1d), we observe that the
TEV intensity is closer to the LEV than in the other cases and a dipole with both TEV
and LEV is formed. As a consequence, the dipole moves with a self-induced velocity
through the wake following a path (indicated in the figure by solid lines) that depends
on the relative intensity of each vortex. The dipoles shed at odd periods follow curved
paths where the TEV rotates around the LEV (black path). Alternatively, dipoles shed
at even periods follow straight paths inclined upwards (green path). Note also that in
C090 there is almost no vorticity generated during the upstroke.
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for all spanwise wavelengths. In order to illustrate the difference between the unstable
case, C090, and one of the cases with local growth, figure 6.2b displays the perturbation
velocity norm as a function of time for the most unstable wavenumber of case C090
(β c = 1.54) and for the wavenumber with highest local growth rate of case B070 (β c =
12). For long times, the energy in case C090 increases while the energy in case B070
decreases, this is indicated in the figure by dashed lines whose slope corresponds to the
Floquet multipliers. Furthermore, the time history of each case’s perturbation shows
periodic drops and high growth rates, specially in case B070. This local growth of the
perturbation is associated with a convective instability and is represented with dashed-
dotted lines in the figure. Flow visualization shown in figures 6.3b and d indicates that
when the LEVs are shed periodically into the wake, the instability associated to them
travels downstream and grows. Once these vortices leave the computational domain the
norm of the perturbation drops. From this point of view, in case C090 the growth of
the convective and absolute instabilities are comparable (see figures 6.3a and c), as also
observed by Robichaux et al. [1999] for the flow over a square cylinder. However, in
case B070 the convective instability is much stronger, presenting a local growth rate of
2.5 · 103 per motion period.
Given the range of wavelength of the instability of case C090, it is tempting to
relate it to the instability mode A (long wavelength) observed in the wakes of cylinders
Williamson [1996a], Barkley and Henderson [1996]. In order to evaluate the similarity,
we consider a superposition of the base flow and the critical Floquet mode, where the
intensity of the latter is selected arbitrarily for visualization purposes. Figure 6.4 shows
a visualization of the reconstructed flow field at three time instants for a mode of case
C090 with spanwise wavelength λ/c = 3, that corresponds to a Floquet multiplier of
µ = 4.51. For the visualization an iso-surface of the second invariant of the velocity
gradient tensor, Q, is used. It can be observed that the instability consists of the bending
of the TEV as it rotates around the LEV, which is consistent with mode A observed
in flow over cylinders Williamson [1996a]. Note that there is little three-dimensionality
in the vicinity of the airfoil. Figure 6.5 shows the corresponding visualization for the
high frequency analysis (β c = 12) of case B070. In this case, the convective instability
consists of pairs of streamwise vortices that wrap the LEVs. As it was mentioned before,
similar convective instabilities are found in cases B090 and C090, but with considerably
smaller growth rates.
6.2.3 3D case
The character of the instability observed in the wake of case C090 rise the question of
to what extent the flow and the aerodynamic forces on the airfoil are affected by the
3D instabilities of the wake. In order to evaluate this effect, a 3D DNS of case C090
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Figure 6.4: Isosurfaces of Q for the Floquet mode with λ/c = 3 of case C090. The surface
is colored with the spanwise vorticity, ranging from ωyc/U∞ = −15 (blue) to ωyc/U∞ = 15
(red). The spanwise size of the visualization is equal to the wavelength of the mode. a) End of
downstroke t/T = 0.5, b) middle of upstroke t/T = 0.75 and c) end of upstroke t/T = 1.
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Figure 6.5: Isosurfaces of Q for the Floquet mode with λ/c = 0.52 of case B070. The surface
is colored with the spanwise vorticity, ranging from ωyc/U∞ = −15 (blue) to ωyc/U∞ = 15
(red). The spanwise size of the visualization is six times the wavelength of the mode. a) End
of downstroke t/T = 0.5, b) middle of upstroke t/T = 0.75 and c) end of upstroke t/T = 1.
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8T/8
Figure 6.6: Isosurfaces of Q or case C090D3 at t/T = 0.3215 (second motion period).
The surface is colored with the spanwise vorticity, ranging from ωyc/U∞ = −15 (blue) to
ωyc/U∞ = 15 (red).
is performed, denoted case C090D3 in the following. As discussed in section 6.1, the
computational domain is 12c in the streamwise direction and 8c in the vertical direction.
The spanwise size of the computational domain is 3c, corresponding to the wavelength
of the mode visualized in figure 6.4.
Case C090D3 was initialised with the base flow of C090, adding random 3D pertur-
bations localised around the airfoil. These random perturbations were projected into a
solenoidal velocity field, and their intensity adjusted so that the maximum amplitude of
the perturbation velocity is approximately 0.1U∞. This perturbation is relatively large
in order to ensure that the instability is quickly triggered, saving computational time.
Note, however, that a perturbation of 0.1U∞ in velocity represents just a perturbation
of 1% in energy. A total of 15 periods have been run to reach a quasi-periodic flow from
a statistical point of view.
Figure 6.6 shows isosurfaces of the second invariant of the velocity gradient tensor, Q,
for a time instant corresponding to the beginning of the simulation. It can be observed
how a convective instability is triggered by the initial noise, with similar wavelength
and shape as the one showed in figure 6.5. After these vortices leave the computational
domain, the instability associated with the bending of the TEV develops, repeating
periodically in each oscillation cycle. This final state is shown in figure 6.7, where it
can be seen that right after being shed, the LEV and TEV are essentially 2D vortices,
figure 6.7a. However, as they are advected away from the airfoil the TEV bends as it
rotates around the LEV, figure 6.7b. By the end of the upstroke, figure 6.7c, the LEV
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Figure 6.7: Isosurfaces of Q for case C090D3. The surface is colored with the spanwise
vorticity, ranging from ωyc/U∞ = −15 (blue) to ωyc/U∞ = 15 (red). a) End of downstroke
t/T = 0.5, b) middle of upstroke t/T = 0.75 and c) end of upstroke t/T = 1.
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a few chords downstream of the airfoil, the aerodynamic forces of C090 and C090D3 are
very similar. The variation in the rms of the force coefficients is small, less than 5%.
Concerning the mean values, case C090D3 shows a decrease of 15% in the mean lift with
respect to C090, and a change in the sign of the horizontal force, so instead of being a
drag producing case, C090D3 generates a small amount of thrust. Since the horizontal
force is much smaller than the vertical force, this change can be understood as a 15%
change in magnitude of the total force and a small tilting upstream of the force vector
of approximately 2◦. The differences on the streamwise force are more pronounced in
the upstroke (0.5 < t/T < 1.0) while differences in the vertical force are more noticeable
in the downstroke (0 < t/T < 0.5).
Figure 6.9 shows contours of the spanwise vorticity of cases C090 and C090D3.
Filled contours in red represent case C090 and line contours represent C090D3 (The
color indicating the spanwise position). At the end of the downstroke figure (6.9a) the
LEV of case C090D3 is 2D and its size and position very similar to the LEV of case C090
while the TEV has started to bend. Once the LEV and TEV are shed and advected into
the wake the differences between case C090 and C090D3 are more obvious: the TEV of
case C090D3 bends figure (6.9b) and the LEV and the TEV finally merge figure (6.9c).
During the downstroke figure (6.9d) the flow of case C090D3 near the airfoil is again 2D
as it is shown by the collapse of line contours for different spanwise positions. Overall,
3D instabilities are produced after detachment and, relatively far from the airfoil, so the
similarities in the aerodynamic forces are consistent with the fact that the 3D flow near
the airfoil resembles that of the 2D case.
In summary, we have observed small variations in the force coefficients comparing the
2D and 3D cases. Furthermore, previous results on finite aspect-ratio wings, e.g. Taira
and Colonius [2009], have shown that interactions between wing tip vortices with leading-
edge and trailing-edge vortices have a significant influence on the aerodynamic forces.
Therefore, it might be concluded that finite aspects-ratio effects are more important
than the 3D instability of the 2D flow on the modification of the aerodynamic forces on
3D wings with respect to 2D airfoils.

CHAPTER
SEVEN
Summary, conclusions and future work
The aim of the present work was to obtain a deeper insight in the unsteady aerodynamics
of flapping wings. This chapter brings together the main areas covered in this thesis
as well as final comments on the main findings provided through the document. Also,
some recommendations for future work are outlined.
7.1 Summary
The first part of this thesis consisted in the development of TUCAN, an in-house code
to perform DNS of incompressible flow around moving bodies with arbitrary shape. TU-
CAN is a parallel code written in Fortran 90 that uses an IBM to model the presence of
bodies in the flow. TUCAN has been validated against numerous tests, so its capability
to represent physics has been demonstrated. Furthermore, TUCAN has been success-
fully used in three external computing centers belonging to the TOP500 list [TOP500,
2016] published in June 2016. A parallel efficiency higher than 80% was achieved up to
8192 processors.
After the implementation and validation of TUCAN, we performed 2D DNS of heav-
ing and pitching airfoils in order to obtain insight into the unsteady aerodynamics of
flapping flight. Although the problem was simplified (for example, by imposing si-
nusoidal motion laws or fixing the Re) the parameter space to cover was still huge.
Consequently, we only varied two motion parameters: the mean pitch angle θm and the
phase shift ϕ between the heaving and pitching motions, resulting in a database of 18
cases. The averaged and instantaneous values of the aerodynamic forces of these cases
were analyzed, and the main features of the flow were studied by visualization tech-
niques. The long term goal of the project in which this work is enclosed is to be able
to obtain accurate predictions of the forces produced in flapping flight, so we evaluated
the capability of reduced order models to estimate these forces. For that, we decided
that the best approach to use was to decompose the total aerodynamic force in different
contributions and analyze them separately. The algorithm used in this work separates
the total aerodynamic force in contributions from body motion, vorticity within the flow
and surface vorticity. This algorithm was selected based on specific features that make
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it very attractive for the current work needs.
The previous findings enhance our understanding of the generation of aerodynamic
forces by flapping airfoils, but actual flapping flight takes place in the 3D world. There-
fore, the final part of this work is dedicated to the analysis of the 3D character of the
flow around infinite AR wings. We focused on two aspects. First, we analyzed the
stability of the 2D flow subjected to 3D perturbations on four cases from the database.
Second, we studied the effect that the 3D character of the flow has on the aerodynamic
forces for one linearly unstable case. For the first analysis we used Floquet theory and
for the second we performed 3D DNS. Finally, the main features of the fully developed
3D wake were commented.
7.2 Conclusions
We start drawing conclusions from the aerodynamic forces generated by the 2D cases.
Concerning the two motion parameters modified in this work, the mean pitch angle has
a clear effect on the aerodynamic forces whereas the phase shift influence is less intuitive.
For symmetric motions (θm = 0) thrust is generated in both downstroke and upstroke
and, therefore, these cases present maximum thrust and propulsive efficiency compared
to cases with non-zero θm (except for cases with ϕ = 30◦). If the mean pitch angle
is increased, positive lift is produced at the cost of reducing the thrust. A moderate
value of θm = 10◦ result in airfoils that generate thrust and lift while higher values
(θm = 20◦) result in a degeneration of the thrust but very large lift. In fact, some cases
with θm = 20◦ do generate drag. Modifying the phase shift affects the flow around
the airfoil and this is translated in different performance in terms of forces. For the
parameters studied in this work, a phase shift of ϕ = 90◦ gives the highest propulsive
efficiency. If the phase shift is increased to ϕ = 110◦, higher forces are produced, but
the propulsive efficiency is slightly deteriorated. Reducing the phase shift to ϕ = 70◦ is
detrimental for both the forces and the propulsive efficiency.
Regarding the analysis of the different contributions to the total aerodynamic force,
it is clear that the most important part of the force is the contribution of vorticity
within the flow, followed by the contribution of body motion. The contribution of surface
vorticity to the total aerodynamic force is approximately one order of magnitude smaller
than the aforementioned contributions. The most valuable finding from this analysis is
that the force produced by the vorticity within the flow tends to be perpendicular to
the chord. This observation is in agreement with the empirical model of Dickinson et al.
[1999].
The next topic covered in this work was the modelling of the aerodynamic forces. The
advantage of having decomposed the aerodynamic force in three different contributions
is that modelling each of them separately is simpler than modelling its total value. The
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total force was then obtained as the sum of the contribution from the body motion
and the estimation of the contribution from vorticity within the flow, neglecting the
effect of surface vorticity. One of the advantages of the decomposition algorithm used in
this work is that the contribution of body motion can be calculated without integrating
Navier-Stokes equations, so needs not to be modelled. Conversely, the contribution from
vorticity within the flow is estimated with a small modification of available models from
the literature. The modulus of the force is given by the quasi-steady model for the
circulation of Pesavento and Wang [2004] and the direction of the force is set normal to
the chord, based on the observations made in this work. The predicted forces with the
procedure described in this work show remarkable results in the case of the thrust. In
the case of lift, the predicted values are less accurate, but there is a clear improvement
compared to the widely used Kutta-Joukowsky theorem to predict the direction of the
force.
Finally, we highlight the main findings from studying the 3D character of the flow
of four of the cases from the database. Among these cases, there is one that is linearly
unstable for a specific range of spanwise wavenumbers, so the flow will eventually become
3D. Interestingly, one of the cases which is linearly stable for the frequencies studied
here, presents a strong convective instability. Therefore, the flow in this case will remain
2D, but any perturbation will convect downstream with a high growth rate. The linearly
unstable case was studied also by 3D DNS to analyze the influence of fully developed 3D
structures on the aerodynamic forces. Results indicate that, since the flow is almost 2D
in the vicinity of the airfoil, so are the forces. This result is in agreement with the flow
visualization analysis of the force density, which indicates that flow structures generate
negligible force when they are not close to the airfoil.
7.3 Future work
The versatility of the code developed in this thesis, TUCAN, opens up many possibilities
for future projects inside the research group. For example, some work to study the
flow inside the human heart where the computations are performed with TUCAN, is
currently being done in the group. Furthermore, different industries like the automotive
or the aerospace can benefit from the current capabilities of TUCAN. Regarding its
implementation, it would be interesting if future projects using TUCAN include some
work load to improve it, either by optimizing the performance of the code or by adding
new features to it. A natural progression would be the use of non-uniform grids. This
would allow the use of less grid points far from the body (where the required resolution
is lower) while keeping the same resolution in the body. The first advantage of this
would be the reduced memory usage at execution time and the smaller size of the
output files. Unfortunately, this will affect the solvers used for the linear systems and,
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therefore, work needs to be done in order to find an efficient implementation in terms
of computing time. Another improvement would be to overcome the requirement of the
current IBM algorithm to use uniform grids within the scope of the delta function.
Regarding the motion of rigid bodies, although it is not mentioned in this document,
TUCAN is capable of advancing the equations of motion for a rigid body. This feature
of the code allows the study of different problems, namely free falling objects, an insect
flying free on a uniform stream or the sedimentation of multiple bodies with arbitrary
shape. Additionally, a fruitful area for future work would be the inclusion of control
theory in the motion of the aerodynamic surfaces or body parts of aerial vehicles. The
main difficulty to overcome in this area of knowledge is that the time scale of the flapping
motion is of the same order of the system response time to the equations of motion.
More related to the physics studied in this work, it would be interesting to see how
the observations made in this work are affected by changes in the reduced frequency
and/or non-dimensional amplitude of the motion. Also, a more extensive evaluation of
the fitting parameters used in the quasi-steady model for the circulation would provide
useful data for engineering applications.
Finally, we restricted the stability analysis presented in this document to periodic
flows in order to take advantage of Floquet theory. However, the linear stability tool
developed here in combination with TUCAN is a suitable tool to analyze the stability of
different and much more complex flows. Flows that can be studied with this tool need
not to fulfill the requirements needed to apply Floquet theory.
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APPENDIX
A
Complementarydataof2Dcases
Thischaptercontainscomplementaryinformationofthe2Dcasespresentedinchapters
4and5thatsupportstherelevantresultsshowninthem.
A.1 Periodicityof2Dcases
Inthissectiontheperiodicityofeachofthe2Dcasespresentedinchapter4isanalyzed
indetail. Weevaluatetheperiodicityofeachcasebylookingattheevolutionofthe
workrequiredtomovetheairfoilinthedownstrokeandintheupstroke.Theworkused
ineachstrokeisobtainedbyintegratingthepowerneededtomovetheairfoil
Wd(i)=−
(i+0.5)T
iT
Fz˙h+My,xpθ˙dt, (A.1a)
Wu(i)=−
(i+1)T
(i+0.5)T
Fz˙h+My,xpθ˙dt, (A.1b)
whereiistheindexofthemotionperiodinwhichtheworkiscalculated.FigureA.1
showstheevolutionoftheworkperstrokerequiredtomovetheairfoilforeachofthe
2Dcasesfromthedatabase. Mostofthecasesareperiodicwithaperiodequalto
themotionperiodTU∞/c=4.44. Forthesymmetriccases(θm =0◦)onlythecase
withϕ=30◦presentsanaperiodicbehavior. Notethatfortherestofthecaseswith
θm =0◦theworkrequiredtomovetheairfoilintheupstrokeisthesameasinthe
downstroke.Ifthemeanpitchvalueisincreasedtoθm =10◦althecasesbecome
periodic.Interestingly,forθm =20◦thecaseswithϕ=90◦,130◦areperiodicwith
aperiodoftwicethemotionperiod. Thecasewithθm =20◦andϕ=30◦presents
smaldiﬀerencesbetweenconsecutiveperiods,whereasthecasewithϕ=70◦presents
astrongaperiodicbehavior.
FigureA.2showstheevolutionofthrustversuslift.Itcanbeseenthattheperiodicity
evaluatedintermsofworkneededperstrokeisinagreementwiththeevolutionofthe
forces. Periodiccasespresentanuniquecycleofthrustversuslift,whereasaperiodic
casespresentmultiplecycles.
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A.2 DeviationfromKutta-Joukowsky
Inchapter5theorthogonalityofthecontributionfromvorticitywithintheﬂowwith
respecttotheairfoilchordofcaseB090waspresented.Inthissection,weshowthe
evolutionoftheangleσ(ﬁgure5.4)foraltheperiodiccasesofthedatabase,except
caseB030.FiguresA.3,A.4andA.5showtheevolutionoftheangleσwithtimefor
caseswithθm of0◦,10◦and20◦,respectively.Also,anoutlineofthecontributionfrom
vorticitywithintheﬂowatfourtimeinstantsandtheevolutionofthemodulusofthe
forceincoeﬃcientform
cf= ct2+cl2 (A.2)
areshownforcompleteness.Thestreamwisecoordinateintheframeusedfortheoutline
isgivenbyx=x−U∞t. Also,thelinerepresentingtheangleσandthemodulusof
theforceiscolouredingreyscaletoavoidconfusiontothereaderwhenthemodulusof
theforceissmaland,therefore,theangleσisildeﬁned.




APPENDIX
B
Validation of Floquet stability analysis
Floquet stability analysis is carried out with a code developed in this work. This code is
based on TUCAN, so the same time marching and spatial discretization are used. Some
modifications are implemented to include the base flow solution and the calculations with
complex numbers. In this appendix we evaluate the capability of the code developed
here to perform Floquet stability analysis by comparing our results against cases from
the literature for stationary and moving geometries. The first validation case is taken
from Barkley and Henderson [1996], which consists of a fixed cylinder in a free stream
U∞ with ReD = U∞D/ν = 280, where D is the diameter of the cylinder and ν is the
kinematic viscosity of the fluid. For this case, we have computed the leading Floquet
multipliers for three modes with spanwise wavenumbers βD = 1.8, 8 and 12. The second
validation case is taken from Leontini et al. [2007]: a cylinder in a free-stream U∞ with
ReD = 350, oscillating in the vertical direction with a sinusodal law
h = h0 cos(2pi f t), (B.1)
where h0/D = 0.3 is the amplitude of the motion and f is the frequency of motion,
which is set to f D/U∞ = 0.2. In this test, the leading Floquet multiplier has been
computed for a range of spanwise wavelengths λ = 2pi/β = [0.6D − 3D].
Figure B.1a shows the evolution of the L2 norm of the perturbation velocity for some
of the wavelengths evaluated of the oscillating cylinder from Leontini et al. [2007]. It
can be seen that the L2 norm of the perturbation grows exponentially with time for
the unstable modes selected. It is also observed a small oscillatory component in the
signal. Figure B.1b shows the evolution of the leading Floquet multiplier with time for
the same cases shown in figure B.1a. The value of the leading Floquet multiplier shown
in the figure is calculated by tracking the L2 norm of the perturbation (equation (6.4)),
instead of carrying out an eigenvalue problem. This approximation is good because of
the exponential growth of the Floquet modes. After approximately 4 − 5 periods, the
most unstable mode dominates over the rest of the modes, resulting in a converged value
for the leading Floquet multiplier. Therefore, equation (6.4) is a good approximation of
the leading Floquet multiplier.
Figure B.2 shows the leading Floquet multipliers of the validation cases from Barkley
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APPENDIX
C
Detailsontheforcedecompositionalgorithm
Thisappendixcontainsdetailsofthealgorithmusedinchapter5todecomposethe
totalaerodynamicforceincontributionsfrombodymotion,vorticitywithintheﬂow
andsurfacevorticity.
C.1 Deﬁnitionoftheauxiliarypotentials
TheforcedecompositionalgorithmusedinthisworkwasﬁrstintroducedbyChang
[1992]andlaterusedbyMartín-Alcántaraetal.[2015].Thealgorithmmakesuseofthe
auxiliarypotentialsφxandφz(seeequation(5.1)),whicharecalculatedas
∇2φx=0 (C.1a)
∇φx·n=−n·exU∞ Atthebodysurface (C.1b)
φx→0 Atinﬁnity, (C.1c)
∇2φz=0 (C.2a)
∇φz·n=−n·ezU∞ Atthebodysurface (C.2b)
φz→0 Atinﬁnity, (C.2c)
wherenistheunitarynormalvectorpointingtowardstheﬂuidandU∞ isthereference
velocity.Thesepotentialshaveanalyticalsolutionforsimplegeometrieslikeelipses,but
inordertokeepthecapabilityofTUCANofhandlingcomplexgeometrieswitharbitrary
motions,weuseanumericalalgorithmwherethenormalderivativeonthesurfaceof
thebodycanbeimposed. Wedecidedtousethesharpinterfacemethodproposedby
Mittaletal.[2008],whichisbasedonaformulationwherenormalderivativesonthe
solidboundaryareimposedbyusingimageandghostpoints.
Theauxiliarypotentialfunctionsφxandφzareneededateverytimestepinwhichthe
forcedecompositionistobeapplied.Thesepotentialfunctionsdependontheshapeof
theairfoilandonthedirectionsinwhichtheyarecomputed.Notethatthedependency
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tensoridentities
∇· fA =f∇·A+A·∇f, (C.11)
A×B·C=C×A·B, (C.12)
∇· A×B =B·∇×A−A·∇×B, (C.13)
wherefrepresentascalarﬁeldandA,BandCrepresentvectorﬁelds.Theintegrand
ofthepressureterm(lefthandsideinequation(C.10))isexpressedas
∇φx
U∞ ·∇p
(C.11):f=p,A=∇φxU∞
=∇·(p∇φxU∞ )−p✟✟
✟✟✯
0
∇·∇φxU∞ =∇·(p
∇φx
U∞ ). (C.14)
Theintegrandoftheﬁrstofthebodymotionterms(ﬁrsttermintherighthandsideof
equation(C.10))isexpressedas
∇φx
U∞ ·
∂u
∂t
(C.11):f= φxU∞ ,A=∂u∂t
=∇·(φxU∞
∂u
∂t)−
φx
U∞✚✚
✚✚❃0∇·∂u∂t=∇·(
φx
U∞
∂u
∂t). (C.15)
Theintegrandofthesecondterminthebodymotionterms(secondtermintheright
handsideofequation(C.10))isexpressedas
∇φx
U∞ ·∇(|u|
2)
(C.11):f=|u|2,A=∇φxU∞
=∇·(|u|2∇φxU∞ )−|u|
2
✟✟✟
✟✯0∇·∇φxU∞ =∇·(|u|
2∇φx
U∞ ). (C.16)
Finaly,thesurfacevorticityterm(lasttermintherighthandsideofequation(C.10))
isexpressedas
∇φx
U∞ ·∇×ω
(C.13):A=ω,B=∇φxU∞
=∇·(ω×∇φxU∞ )−✘✘✘
✘✘✘✿0ω·∇×∇φxU∞ =∇·(ω×
∇φx
U∞ ). (C.17)
Afterhavingexpressedthesetermsasthedivergenceofavectorﬁeld,weapplythe
divergencetheorem V∇·FdV= Snout·FdA=− Sn·FdAtoexpresstheseterms
C.2.Algebrabehingthealgorithm 105
assurfaceintegralsinsteadofvolumeintegrals1
S
p∇φxU∞ ·ndA=− S
φx
U∞
∂u
∂t·ndA−
1
2 S|u|
2∇φx
U∞ ·ndA
body motion(m)
−
V
∇φx
U∞ ·(u×ω)dV
vorticityintheﬂow(v)
−ν
S
ω×∇φxU∞ ·ndA
surfacevorticity(s)
. (C.18)
Finaly,thesurfacevorticitytermisrewrittenusingidentity(C.12)
S
p∇φxU∞ ·ndA=− S
φx
U∞
∂u
∂t·ndA−
1
2 S|u|
2∇φx
U∞ ·ndA
body motion(m)
−
V
∇φx
U∞ ·(u×ω)dV
vorticityintheﬂow(v)
−ν
S
n×ω·∇φxU∞ dA
surfacevorticity(s)
. (C.19)
Thelefthandsideofequation(C.19)isthepressureforceinthedirectionex2,so
equation(C.19)isanexpressiontodecomposethexcomponentofthepressureforcein
contributionsfrombodymotion,vorticitywithintheﬂowandsurfacevorticity. Also,
notethatthesurfacevorticityterm(lastterminequation(C.19))isafractionofthex
componentoftheviscousforce.Therefore,ifweaddtheviscousforcetoequation(C.19),
wegetthexcomponentofthetotalaerodynamicforcedecomposedincontributionsfrom
bodymotion,vorticitywithintheﬂowandsurfacevorticity
Fx=−
S
p
−∇φxU∞ ·n
n·ex dA
pressure
+ν
S
ω×n·exdA
viscous
=−
S
φx
U∞
∂u
∂t·ndA+
1
2 S|u|
2n·exdA
body motion(m)
−
V
(u×ω)·∇φxU∞ dV
vorticityintheﬂow(v)
+ν
S
(ω×n)·(∇φxU∞ +ex)dA
surfacevorticity(s)
. (C.20)
1Notethatthedivergencetheoremisappliedtotheﬂuiddomainandthatwedeﬁnenastheunitary
normalvectorpointingfromthesolidtotheﬂuid
2ex·n=−∇φxU∞ ·nonthesurfaceoftheairfoil(equation(C.1b))
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Wewritetheexpressionforthe zcomponentforcompletness
Fz=−
S
p
−∇φxU∞ ·n
n·ez dA
pressure
+ν
S
ω×n·ezdA
viscous
=−
S
φz
U∞
∂u
∂t·ndA+
1
2 S|u|
2n·ezdA
body motion(m)
−
V
(u×ω)·∇φxU∞ dV
vorticityintheﬂow(v)
+ν
S
(ω×n)·(∇φxU∞ +ez)dA
surfacevorticity(s)
. (C.21)
Theintegrandofthecontributionofthevorticitywithintheﬂowcanbeinterpreted
asforcedensity
δx=−2(u×ω)·∇φxU∞3c2 , (C.22a)
δz=−2(u×ω)·∇φzU∞3c2 . (C.22b)
C.3 Potentialcodevalidation
Inthissectionwepresentsometeststovalidatethetooldevelopedtocalculatethe
auxiliarypotentialsφxandφz.Itwasdecidedthatthebestmethodtouseinorderto
keeptheversatilityofTUCANofhandlingcomplexgeometriesinmotionwasthesharp
interfaceIBMdescribedbyMittaletal.[2008].Thevalidationprocesshasbeendivided
intothreeparts.First,wehavedoneaquantitativeevaluationofthenumericalsolution
obtainedforφxandφzforelipticairfoils. Then,wehaveperformedaqualitative
analysisofthespatialgradientsofthepotentialsobtainedforacircularcylinderand,
also,thevolumethrustdensityobtainedfortheinitialstagesofthecrossﬂowoverthis
cylinder.Finaly,wehavereproducedtheanalysisofMartín-Alcántaraetal.[2015]for
anelipticairfoilsetinpureheavingandcomparedourresultsagainsttheirs.
Inthefolowingsectionsweusetheanalyticalsolutionoftheauxiliarypotentialsfor
anelipseofmajoraxisc
φx=cU∞2
1+
1− e
−ξ(sinθsinη+ cosθcosη), (C.23a)
φz=cU∞2
1+
1− e
−ξ(cosθsinη− sinθcosη), (C.23b)
whereξandηaretheradialandangularelipticcoordinates,respectively, istheratio
ofthemajoraxesandtheminoraxes,U∞ isthefreestreamvelocityandθistheangle
ofattack.Thecartesiancoordinatesinareferenceframeﬁxedtotheairfoil(ﬁgureC.3)
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C.4 Analyticsolutionofbody motioncontribution
foraﬂatplate
Inthissectionweobtainananalyticalsolutionforthebodymotioncontributiontothe
totalaerodynamicforce(equation(C.20))foraﬂatplateoflengthcinheavingand
pitchingmotion.Thepivotingpointisthemiddleoftheplate. Weusetheanalytical
solutionofthepotentialsφxandφzforanelipsewiththicknessratio =0.
Thesolutionofthepotentialsonthesurfaceoftheelipsearegivenby
φx=cU∞2 (sinθsinη+ cosθcosη) (C.25a)
φz=cU∞2 (cosθsinη− sinθcosη) (C.25b)
Aﬂatplatesiobtainedwhen =0,sothecoordinates
x0=c2cosη (C.26a)
z0=0 (C.26b)
Andthesolutionsofthepotentialsontheelipseinelipticcoordinatesare
φx=cU∞2 sinθsinη, (C.27a)
φz=cU∞2 cosθsinη. (C.27b)
Thepotentialsφxandφzincartesiancoordinatesaregivenby
φx=
cU∞2 sinθ
√1−4x2 0<η<π Uppersurface
−cU∞2 sinθ
√1−4x2 π<η<2π Lowersurface , (C.28a)
φz=
cU∞2 cosθ
√1−4x2 0<η<π Uppersurface
−cU∞2 cosθ
√1−4x2 π<η<2π Lowersurface . (C.28b)
Theaccelerationontheﬂatplateisgivenby
x¨(x0)=−x0 θ¨sinθ+θ˙2cosθ (C.29a)
z¨(x0)=¨h−x0 θ¨cosθ−θ˙2sinθ (C.29b)
Theunitarynormalvectorisgivenby
n=


(sinθ,cosθ) 0<η<π Uppersurface
(−sinθ,−cosθ) π<η<2π Lowersurface
(C.30)
Wehave φxU =−φxL,φzU =−φzLandnU =−nL,wherethesuperindicesUandL
indicateupperandlowersurface,respectively.Therefore,weonlyneedtoevaluatethe
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uppersurfaceoftheplate
S
φx
U∞
dv
dt·ndA=2 U
φxU
U∞
dv
dt·n
UdA, (C.31)
S
φz
U∞
dv
dt·ndA=2 U
φzU
U∞
dv
dt·n
UdA. (C.32)
First,letasdeveloptheintegrand
φxUdudt·n
U=Cx 1−4x20 −Ax0+h¨cosθ, (C.33)
φzUdudt·n
U=Cz 1−4x20 −Ax0+h¨cosθ, (C.34)
(C.35)
whereCx=c2sinθ,Cz=c2cosθandA= θ¨sinθ+θ˙2cosθsinθ+ θ¨cosθ−θ˙2sinθcosθ.
Wecontinueintegratingtheequation
U
φxUdvdt·n
UdA=Cxcosθ¨h
c/2
−c/2
1−4x20dA−ACx
c/2
−c/2
x0 1−4x20dA
=Cxcosθ¨hπc4=
πc2
8sinθcosθ¨h, (C.36a)
U
φzUdvdt·n
UdA=Czcosθ¨h
c/2
−c/2
1−4x20dA−ACz
c/2
−c/2
x0 1−4x20dA
=Czcosθ¨hπ/4=π8cos
2θ¨h. (C.36b)
Soﬁnaly,thetermweareinterestedinreads:
Fxm =−2ρ
U
φxU
U∞
dv
dt·n
UdA=−πc
2
4sinθcosθ¨h=−
πc2
8sin2θ¨h (C.37a)
Fzm =−2ρ
U
φzU
U∞
dv
dt·ndA=−
πc2
4cos
2θ¨h. (C.37b)
Thelaststepisexpressthevalueoftheforceasnon-dimensionalcoeﬃcients
ctm =−2Fx
m
ρcU∞2=
π
4
h¨
U∞2/csin(2θ) (C.38a)
clm = 2Fz
m
ρcU∞2=−
π
2
h¨
U∞2/ccos
2θ (C.38b)

APPENDIX
D
Added mass modelling from potential theory
This chapter contains the expressions from Sedov et al. [1965] used to compute added
mass terms in chapter 5 for modelling purposed.
The formulas from Sedov read
X0 = −λxU˙0 − λxyV˙0 − λxwΩ˙ + Ω (λxyU0 + λyV0 + λywΩ) (D.1a)
Y0 = −λxyU˙0 − λyV˙0 − λywΩ˙− Ω (λxU0 + λxyV0 + λxwΩ) (D.1b)
Where λ∗ are the coefficients for virtual mass and U0, V0 and Ω are the translational
velocity in x and y directions and the angular velocity, respectively, of the center of
gravity of the airfoil in a reference frame fixed to the airfoil. The values of the virtual
mass coefficients for a flat plate of chord c are taken from Sedov et al. [1965]
λx = λxy = λxw = 0 (D.2a)
λy = ρpi
c
2
2
(D.2b)
λyw = ρpi
c
3
2
(D.2c)
λw =
9
8ρpi
c
4
2
. (D.2d)
Taking into account the coefficients for a flat plate, equation (D.1) is simplified
X0 = Ω (λy V0 + λywΩ) (D.3a)
Y0 = −λyV˙0 − λywΩ˙. (D.3b)
The velocity of the center of gravity of the plate are given by
U0 = −h˙ sin θ (D.4a)
V0 = h˙ cos θ − θ˙(ξ − xp) (D.4b)
Ω = −θ˙, (D.4c)
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andtheirtimederivativesby
U˙0=−¨hsinθ−h˙˙θcosθ (D.5a)
V˙0= h¨cosθ−h˙˙θsinθ−θ¨(ξ−xp) (D.5b)
Ω˙=−θ¨. (D.5c)
Sotheforcesinareferenceframeﬁxedtotheairfoilaregivenby
X0=−λyh˙˙θsinθ+λyw¨θ (D.6a)
Y0=λy h˙˙θsinθ−h¨cosθ+θ¨2r+λyw¨θ, (D.6b)
wherer=(ξ−xp).
Theforcesinthereferencecoordinateframearegivenby
Fxa=X0cosθ+Y0sinθ
=−λy¨h(cosθsinθ)+λyh˙˙θsin2θ−cos2θ+λy¨θrsinθ
+λyw θ˙2cosθ+θ¨sinθ
=−λy2h¨sin(2θ)−λyh˙˙θcos(2θ)+λy¨θrsinθ
+λyw θ˙2cosθ+θ¨sinθ, (D.7a)
Fya=−X0sinθ+Y0cosθ
=−λy¨hcos2θ+λyh˙˙θsin(2θ)+λy¨θrcosθ
+λyw θ¨cosθ−θ˙2sinθ. (D.7b)
Andﬁnalyinnon-dimensionalformofthrustandlift
cta=− 2Fx
a
ρcU∞2
=π4
h¨
U∞2/csin(2θ)+
π
2
h˙
U∞
θ˙
U∞/ccos(2θ)+
π
2
θ¨
U∞2/c2
r
csinθ
−2π9
θ˙2
U∞2/c2cosθ+
θ¨
U∞2/c2sinθ , (D.8a)
cla= 2Fy
a
ρcU∞2
=−π2
h¨
U∞2/ccos
2θ+π2
h˙
U∞
θ˙
U∞/csin(2θ)+
π
2
θ¨
U∞2/c2
r
ccosθ
+π9
θ¨
U∞2/c2cosθ−
θ˙2
U∞2/c2sinθ . (D.8b)
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